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PLURALISM, POLITICS
AND IDEOLOGY
IN THE CREOLE CARIBBEAN

1. INTRODUCTION
n this essay I initially set out to see whether, given their specific
circumstances, the social compositions and plural structures of
independent Caribbean Creole societies provide a fuller and
more detailed understanding of their recent political and ideological developments than suchalternati ves as dependency or world system theories,
plantation society models, structural-functionalism, modernization theory
or Marxism. The paper therefore begins with a brief discussion of the
concepts of pluralism and plural society. This is followed by a sketch of the
Caribbean that distinguishes its Hispanic and Creole societies. The chief
structural varieties of the latter group are then described, and such factors
as size, location, resources or history that differentiate them further are
briefly noted. The main body of the paper consists of six case studies of
developments in Haiti, Suriname, Grenada, Guyana, Jamaica and Trinidad
that summarize their political and ideological histories over periods of
thirty to fifty years preceding July 1984. These accounts are followed by a
comparative discussion of the likely development of these countries in the
nearfuture and the likely reactions of the U.S.A. The relationships of recent
ideological and political developments to the social compositions and
structures of these six countries are then reviewed to see whether and how
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they support or disconfirm the plural theory of Caribbean society. In an
attempt to assess the relative utility of the various competing frameworks
for studies of the region, the essay concludes with a summary discussion of
problems that beset explanations of these developments provided by
alternative theories of Caribbean society.
The essay accordingly pursues several closely related goals. First,
it seeks to determine by comparative analysis whether the major political
and cuI tural developments in Creole Caribbean societies over the past thirty
to fifty years display any Significant COmmon trends and conditions, and if
so to identify these and examine their interrelations, paying special attention to the relative influence of endogenous and exogenous factors in
genera ting and shaping them. Secondly, following summary outlines of the
recent history of selected states, I sketch the likely course of their future
developments in order to show how social analyses may generate specific
predictions which the flow of time and events will prove to be true or false,
more or less adequate or imprecise, and more or less useful as guides to
political action. Thirdly, having reviewed major recent social and cultural
developments in six representative Creole states, I try to determine whether,
how and, if so, to what degree these developments directly or indirectly
reflect the social and cultural composition and plural structure of their
societies. In conclusion, I try to test the most influential current approaches
to the study of Caribbean societies by applying those paradigms to the case
studies. I do so on the assumption that the capacity of any theoretical
statement to account coherently, consistently and cogently for diverse
developments in units of the kind to which it refers, should provide a
decisive demonstration of its analytic value and validity.
Given its combination of case histories and comparative analysis 0 n
the one hand, and its theoretical and methodological aims on the other, the
complex structure of the essay is not surprising. However, I have tried to
simplify the exposition and to clarify the argument by presenting its various
components in their logical sequence.
TYPES OF PLURAL SocIETY

The term pluralism has widely different meanings (Kuper 1969,
1980). As used here, following the lead of J. S. Fumivall (1948), it denotes
those conditions in which the members of a given society are divided on
grounds of race, religion, language, culture, ethnicity, history, ecology and
social organization, separately or together. Thus the term applies to various
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social situations and conditions that may differ significantly from one
another.
Culture being the universal criterion and distinctive condition of
humanity, cultural pluralism expressed in institutional differences is the
most general basis and mode of plural division. This is so since culture
includes and subsumes language, religion, conceptions of race, ethnicity,
kinship, ecology, community and normative models of social organization
and conduct. It thus pervades all spheres of social life that exhibit differences of institution organization. Just how significant such differences or
commonalities of culture may be in structuring collective relations depends
primarily on whether they are relevant criteria for participation in the
public domain.
As noted long ago by Fortes (1959), societies consist of two
complementary levels of organization and action, namely, their public and
private domains (M.G. Smith 1969a). The public domain consists of those
corporate relations and units that regulate and organize the collectivity by
constituting and articulating its components and authorizing them to
recruit, regulate and represent their members. In short, the public domain
corresponds with the societal macrostructure of corporate units and relations to which every population owes its coherence and capacity to cope
with environmental and other exigencies. All else - that is, all those
activities, relations, resources and interests that do not fall within the public
domain, and do not directly affect its organization and operation - belong
to the private domain of social life in which, within limits laid down by
custom or law, differences of practice and idea are expected and open to all,
being regarded as structurally equivalent. For example, in New York or
Paris, differences of domestic language, religion, cuisine, family patterns,
gender concepts and relations, etc., are equivalent within the limits set by
national law, and do not differentiate the rights and duties of their adherents in the common public domain (M.G. Smith 1984). Under such conditions of universalistic incorporation, insofar as cultural pluralism obtains
among the members of a common society, it lacks institutional significance
in the public domain. Under those conditions, cultural pluralism exists
without corresponding social or structural pluralism (M.G. Smith 1969b,
1984).
When two or more culturally diverse collectivities operate as
mutually exclusive segments of equivalent or complementary status in the
public domain of a common society, their cultural differences are institu-
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tionalized as social pluralism by their incorporation as equivalent parts or
segments of the whole, which then has consociational form. The basic
components of consociations mayor may not be culturally diverse, and
consociations mayor may not be states. For example, the precolonial Nuer,
Tallensi and Tiv, though stateless and socially homogeneous, all had
consociational form. However, the equivalent incorporation of culturally
distinct segments establishes a consociational plurality, as illustrated by
Switzerland, by Nigeria from 1960 to 1966, and by Lebanon before and
despite its civil war. While the Swiss, and the Nigerian population at that
date, were constitutionally organized in mu tually exclusive and equivalent
divisions, namely, the Swiss cantons and the federated Nigerian regions,
before the civil war in Lebanon the various religious congregations shared
power by agreements and traditions which, though always upheld, had no
place in law. Thus, like Switzerland, Nigeria from 1960 to 1966 was a
consociation dejure, while the Lebanon, lacking a legal base, was suchdefacto.
In either case, under the mode of equivalent incorporation the rights and
status of individuals as citizens in the inclusive public domain are mediated
by the requirement of their prior membership of one or other of its basic
components. When the equivalent or complementary social segments that
constitute them are Simultaneously contraposed by mutually exclusive
differences of culture, community and social organization, such societies
exhibit social pluralism, de facto or de jure.
When the members of a common society who differin culture, race,
ethnicity, religion, social organization or language also differ at law and in
the polity, de jure and/or de facto, as citizens and non-citizens, free and
unfree, privileged and disprivileged, their differential incorporation establishes the society asa hierarchic plurality based on structural pluralism.
Under slavery and colonial rule the British Caribbean territories were
clearly such, having differentially incorporated their culturally distinct
components by restricting rights of political participation to the ruling
whites and a few wealthy non-whites. Being thus hierarchically ordered by
differential status rather than segmentally contraposed, the basic components of these hierarchic pluralities are best distinguished as social sections from the social segments of equivalent status that constitute the
segmental or consociational pluralities. While consociational organization neither requires nor entails cultural diversity of its basic segments, the
differential incorporation of two or more collectivities never occurs apart
from differences of culture and social organization. This is so because
however homogeneous in culture the units may have been initially, their
differential incorporation inevitably generates fundamental differences in
their culture and social organization (M. G. Smith 1969b: 442-444, 1984).
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Many plural societies combine hierarchies of differentially incorporated social sections with structures of equivalent or complementary
segments. For example, South Africa combines a hierarchic order of white,
Indian, colored and black social sections with segmental divisions among
whites between Boers, Britons and Jews, among Indians between Hindus
and others, and among blacks between Zulu, Sotho, Swazi, Xhosa and
others. Among independent contemporary states such combinations of
hierarchic and segmental plural organization may well outnumber pure
instances of either type together. As they are more complex than the
alternative structures they coordinate, I shall refer to such combinations
hereafter as complex or mixed pluralities, if the hierarchic and segmental
principles are equally pervasive and important in their structure. When the
segments of a plural society are politically unequal, I shall describe the
society as modally segmental, even if one or more of its segments is a
hierarchy of social sections.
Before universal suffrage and decolonization, Belize, Suriname,
Guyana and Trinidad were perfect examples of complex pluralities, their
colonial masters being differentially incorporated from the subject populations, who were themselves divided into exclusive segments by culture,
race, religion, language, social institutions, education, ecology, and in some
cases by party organization. Ineach territory the Creole segment comprised
a plural hierarchy of ranked social sections. On the in trod uction of uni versa)
suffrage under colonialism, their differential incorporations lost legality
and became de facto rather than de jure condi tions of social life, since residen t
citizens of the imperial state continued to enjoy differential rights and
power despite the formal equalities of universal suffrage, while subordinate
social segments and sections provided the de facto groupings within and
through which the colonized exercised their political rights. At independence, three main structural options were open to these complex Caribbean
pluralities. They could either reconstitute their plural units as equivalent
segments; or one of their segments might establish its de facto domination,
as occurred in Guyana under Burnham and in Suriname under Desi
Bouterse; or the complex plurality might persist de facto despite universal
suffrage, formal independence and universalistic constitutions, if any collectivity, the old rulers or some other grouping, differentially incorporated
others who were aligned segmentally.
A complete societal typology would include, besides these pluralities, those homogeneous societies in which everyone practises the same
culture and social institutions. There are also many heterogeneous societies
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whose members display cultural features that manifest their differing
occupations, education, wealth, rank or social class, although they share
such basic institutions as language, marriage and kinship, government,
economy, law, religion and education, and so lack the institutional differences that constitute pluralism. Thus, besides such culturally homogeneous
and heterogeneous societies, we should distinguish those that institutionalize cultural pluralism as social or structural pluralism by segmental or
differential incorporation in the public domain, and those that do not. This
typology rests on two sets of conditions, namely, on the cultural similarity
or diversity of members of a common society, and on the modes of their
incorporation. Together, these conditions distinguish culturally homogeneous and heterogeneous societies from one another and from those that
display cultural pluralism without segmental or differential incorporation,
as well as the segmental, hierarchic and complex pluralities described
above. As either of these categories may contain societies of differing scale,
type of political organization and economic level, societies of similar scale,
economy and polity may belong to different categories (M. G. Smith 1984).

CREOLE CARIBBEAN

5oc:rEnEs

Most Caribbean societies fall historically and sociologically into
two distinct groupings, the Hispanic and non-Hispanic. The former consists of Cuba, the Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico, while, besides Haiti
and the remaining Antilles, the latter includes such Creole or mixed units
on the mainland as Belize, Guyana, Suriname and French Guiana. Gi ven the
divergent political, cultural and economic conditions and histories of the
Hispanic and non-Hispanic Caribbean, or Creole societies in my usage, it is
appropriate to consider the latter by themselves.
With the possible exception of Belize, all non-Hispanic Caribbean
societies can be described as Creole societies, if the term Creole is used to
denote natives descended from other European and/ or African ancestors.
While biracial Caribbean societies have that biological basis, those that
include large numbers of East Indian, Javanese and other racial stocks may
also be described as Creole, given their Creole speech and the cultural
domination of their Creole populations.
There may be nearly fifty Creole Caribbean societies (Lowenthal
1960). Many of these are miniscule in size and population, for example,
Saba, the Turks and Caicos Islands, the Cayman Islands, La Desirade, St.

Barthelemy, Bequia, Carriacou, Providencia and the like, all being dependencies of dependencies throughout their history. Some of these miniscule
urn ts contain people of a single racial stock, while others include both blacks
and whites, the two Old World races that together, but in highly unequal
relations and numbers, peopled the Caribbean and replaced its aboriginals.
Whether of common race or not, some of these small communities are
socially homogeneous while others are not, though notably less split and
less hierarchic than the larger, better known Caribbean societies (Keur and
Keur 1960, M.G. Smith 1962, Wilson 1973, Naish 1982).
Though several magnitudes larger than these miniscule units, all
other Creole Caribbean societies are of modest population and size. Sociologically they fall into two main groups, those which are modally biracial
in history and composition, and others which, besides blacks and whites,
now include comparably large populations of differing race and culture,
such as East Indians, Mestizos, Javanese or Amerindians (Lowenthal 1972:
76-212, M.G. Smith 1974). Some historically biracial Caribbean societies, for
example, Haiti, Dominica and S1. Lucia, have lost most or all of their white
populations, and may be described by visitors as racially homogeneous.
Such designation overlooks locally significant distinctions of race and color
between their black and colored populations. Historically, and substantially
today, those groups provide the cores of two hierarchically ranked social
sections, namely, the small, culturally distinct, educated and propertied
stratum which, though modally colored, includes many blacks and some
Creole whites, and a far larger, predominantly black section of different
culture that includes many hybrids and small East Indian populations.
Besides differences of language, religion, mating, family and kinship,
education, property forms and ecology, the ranked social sections of these
Creole hierarchic pluralities differ also in aggregate and average wealth, in
occupation, numbers, history and external affiliation. Where, as in Barbados,
Martinique, Guadeloupe or Jamaica, the society includes white communities that still exercise disproportionate power in the country's affairs, there
are three ranked social sections whose respective cores are racially white,
brown and black, with cultural identities and differences that correspond
broadly.
In the third class of Caribbean Creole societies, the typical amalgam
of native whites, blacks and browns, with or without other racial and ethnic
minorities such as Chinese and Portuguese, forms one of two or more social
segments, though always historically the first, to which the rest were later
attached. Belize, Trinidad, Guyana and Suriname all belong in this category.
The Creole segments of those societies differ racially and culturally from
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one or more others of comparable size, such as East Indians, Javanese,
Amerindians or Mestizos, and may include such ethnic groups as Portuguese, Syrians, Lebanese or Jews.
Though modally segmental, the Creole segments of Guyana,
Suriname, Trinidad and Belize are hierarchic like the biracial Creole societies. Thus even without their imperial masters, and despite their basically
segmental organization, these multiracial units remain de facto complex
pluralities, especially when the ruling Creole segment de facto differentially
incorporates the rest.
In numbers, resources, distinctness and organization, the political
positions and economic prospects of the residual white sections of these
post-colonial multiracial societies vary in their resources, political regimes,
economic prospects, and other factors. Thus in Guadeloupe and Martinique
whites have increased since World War II, following the incorporation of
these units as overseas departments of France in 1946. Perhaps the same
was true of Suriname and the Dutch Antilles before their independence. In
the former Bri tish West Indies the reverse occurred, and, excluding Barbados,
at decolonization few whites of British descent remained in those countries.
In Haiti, by 1804 Dessalines had virtually eliminated the white population.

THE GEOPOUTICAL SITUATION
Given the recent withdrawals of British and Du tch imperial power
from the region, and Cuba's alliance with the U.S.S.R. as a socialist state, it
is necessary to look with care at the changing political situation and
prospects of these Caribbean communities, and particularly at their relations
with the United States. Besides their differences of plural culture and
structure, among the many factors that differentiate these Creole Caribbean
societies, the most important are their proximity to the U.S.A., Cuba's
socialism and dependence on the U.S.S.R., and the global struggle of the
U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. for dominance as champions of opposing social and
economic systems.

Thus Caribbean Creole societies may be grouped in three classes:
as miniscule racially homogeneous or biracial units; (2) as modally
biracial and de facto hierarchic pluralities of greater population and size,
which mayor may not contain two or three social sections that differ in
wealth and power inversely with their numbers and color; and (3) units
containing three or more racial stocks, cultures and languages, incorporated as equivalent segments, though now de facto dominated by the Creole
group or one of its sections.

Before World War II, despite the Monroe Doctrine, the U.S.A. made
no move to dispossess Britain, France or Holland of their Caribbean
territories. Till then the United States had restricted its interventions in
Caribbean affairs to Haiti and the Hispanic societies. However, following
the fall of France and Holland in 1940, the U.S. government viewed the
developing political vacuum in the Caribbean with increasing concern.
Since 1942, when the Anglo-American Commission for Caribbean Affairs
was established in Sanjuan, Puerto Rico, U.S. involvementin the region has
steadily grown, primarily to assure its military and political security, but
also to control and exploit the region for political and economic ends. As
decolonization proceeded in the British and Dutch territories, their geopolitical positions Changed correspondingly, reorienting them to the U.s.A. as
potential dependencies. After World War II the English-speaking countries
were increasingly swept by radio, television and other U.S. mass media into
new relations of cultural dependence on the U.S.A., at first most strongly in
the northern territories, least in those farthest south.

Besides their differences of plural structure and social composition,
Creole Caribbean societies differ also in area, population size, density and
structure, in their metropolitanaffilia tions, location, clima te, terrain, language
and dominant religion, and in their histories of slavery, colonial rule and
plantation agriculture. They differ also in such mineral resources as
bauxite, asphalt or oil, in their economies, average annual per caput income,
trade patterns and export products, illiteracy and unemployment ratios,
poli tical regimes and economic dependence on emigration and remi ttances,
shipping and fishing, agriculture, manufactures, tourism, forestry, mining
and military facilities.

When Fidel Castro finally overthrew the Cuban dictator Batista, the
U.S. government rejected his overtures and so helped to direct the Cuban
revolution into the socialist camp (Gonzalez 1974: 60-76). Since then U.s.
political action in the Caribbean has intensified in order to negate or limit
the danger of Cuban threats to U.S. security in the area and the Central and
South American mainlands. In 1961 the U.S. government supported an
abortive invasion of Cuba at the Bay of Pigs. In 1962 it blockaded the island
to forestall the installation of Soviet missiles capable of destroying Washington. Since then U.S. political interest in Cuban affairs has rarely flagged,
and the U.S. has intervened covertly to eliminate Cuba's allies in Guyana in
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1963-64, overtly in the Dominican Republic in 1965, covertly in Jamaica
1976-80 (Manley 1982), and overtly in Grenada in October 1983 on the
formal invitation of Barbados, Jamaica and Grenada's immediate neighbors
in the Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS). These were by no
means the only American interventions in the region after World War II.
From 1946 onwards the U.S. government has tried to promote the
economic development of Puerto Rico by liberal policies that furnished
some guidelines for President Reagan'S recent Caribbean Basin Ini tiative. In
1%0, following a campaign by the Trinidadian Chief Minister, Eric Williams,
to recover Chaguaramas, then under a lease to the U.S.A. made by Britain
during World War II, the U.S. government moved to return the concession
to Trinidad (Brereton 1981: 241-243); and in 1970 when Eric Williams'
government was threatened by public protests and a mutiny, it provided
discreet and useful support. In Haiti, despite the anti-American postures of
Fran~ois Du valier, and his well-known abuse of human rights, from 1966 till
1986 the U.S.A. steadfastly supported and protected the Duvalier regime.
On June 14, 1980, Walter Rodney was assassinated in Georgetown,
Guyana by a remote-control device. Five days later Maurice Bishop, the
Prime Minister of the People's Revolutionary Government of Grenada, his
cabinet colleagues, the Governor-General and the Cuban ambassador,
escaped destruction by another remote-control device at a public meeting
in St. George's, Grenada (Searle 1983: 40, Payne, Sutton and Thorndike 1984:
51 but see Sandford and Vigilante 1984: 131). Three days la ter the Jamaican
Prime Minister,Michael Manley,escaped assassination by a conspiracy that
involved civilian and military personnel. Given the sympathetic political
relations of Forbes Burnham, Maurice Bishop and Michael Manley with
Fidel Castro, and the state of the U.S. presidential election campaign at that
time, to many it seemed unlikely that this combination of apparently
unrelated events in that extraordinary week was pure coincidence.
U.S. initiatives have not been restricted to manifest intervention,
whether overt or covert. In 1981, while the CIA planned covert operations
against Grenada, including an economic offensive (O'Shaughnessy 1984:
112), the U.S. directed Ocean Venture 81 in the Caribbean against "Amber
and the Amberines", code-names for Grenada and the Grenadines, as also
in November 1982 (Ambursley and Dunkerley 1984: 11-12). In January 1983
the CIA deliberated whether and how to invade Suriname (Dew 1983: 29).
By contrast, following the incorporation of Martinique and Guadeloupe as
overseas departments of France in 1946, the U.s. government has remained
aloof from their affairs, despite the riots of 1959 in Martinique and 1967 in
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Guadeloupe, and the continuing social tensions in both countries (Blerald
1983).
Various European initiatives of decolonization in the region since
1945 account for recent U.S. interest in the Creole Caribbean. Following the
riots of 1935 inSt. Kitts, in 1937-38 there werespontaneousanduncoordinated
labor protests in the British colonies of Jamaica, Barbados, Trinidad and
Guyana. These were duly followed by the visit of a Royal Commission
whose report was published in 1944, when Allied victory was close at hand.
Thereafter the British proceeded to decolonize their territories, though at
different rates and by different steps. After World War II a reconstituted
France summarily incorporated Martinique and Guadeloupe as overseas
departments, thereby precluding the likelihood of theirearlydecolonization.
In 1948 Holland began to decolonize, and redefined the Kingdom of the
Netherlands to include Suriname and the Dutch Antilles of Cura<;ao,
Bonaire, Aruba, St. Eustatius, Saba and St. Maarten, thus implicitly increasing
their internal autonomy. Unlike the Dutch, Britain initially sought to
incorporate its Caribbean colonies as a federation; but, following a referendum in Jamaica in 1961, the federation terminated in 1962, thus obliging
Britain to conferindependent statehood on Jamaica, Trinidad and Barbados
separately, while retaining ultimate responSibility for its Leeward and
Windward colonies as Associated States, until they too for the most part
became independent.
Guyana's position at this time was quite anomalous. On receiving
universal suffrage, in the first general election in 1953 the country voted
overwhelmingly for the People's Progressive Party (PPP) under Cheddi
Jagan and Forbes Burnham. Jagan, the elected head of government and a
Marxist, disturbed the British by his methods and measures. Accordingly,
within 133 days of the election, Winston Churchill's government in London
revoked the new Guyanese constitution and sent in troops to repress public
protests. Crown Colony government was reimposed on Guyana and
prevailed until 1957, when the constitution was restored, followed by anew
general election. By then the original PPP alliance of East Indians under
Cheddi Jagan and Afro-Guyanese under Forbes Burnham had splintered,
and Burnham had formed the People's National Congress (PNc) as a
separate party. In the elections of 1957and 1961 Jagan's East Indian segment
of the PPP won handsomely and formed the govern men t. In 1960, following
Castro's leftward turn, Jagan visited Cuba to establish friendly relations and
indirect links with the U.S.s.R. Noting these developments, and having
already classified Cuba as an enemy, the U.5. took new interest in lagan and
Guyana.
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In 1963-64 the CIA organized strikes of black Guyanese civil
servants and other workers in Georgetown, the Guyanese capital. Intentionally or otherwise, this conflict gave rise to widespread violence in which
large areas of Georgetown and other communities were burnt. On official
report, over one hundred persons were then killed in racial strife between
Indians and Negroes. Having lost control of the country, Jagan was obliged
to acceptthe decision of London to hold yet another election before Guyana
became independent. However, on this occasion, on American advice,
Britain altered the Guyanese electoral regulations to institute proportional
representation instead of the prevailing majority vote (RT. Smith 1971,
1976). The ensuing elections of 1964 were duly won by a coalition of the
PNC led by Forbes Burnham and the United Force led by Peter 0' Aguiar,
a Portuguese businessman who had the support of commercial and propertied people in Georgetown. By 1966 when Guyana achieved independence,
Burnham had shed D'Aguiar and his colleagues from the government; and
in 1967, having introduced new electoral regulations, he was re-elected with
an increased majority, despite the numerical preponderance of Indians over
Creoles in the population of Guyana.
In 1974, despite local protests by many who dreaded the prospect
under their Prime Minister, Eric Gairy, Britain granted independence to the
'Associated State' of Grenada, which had enjoyed internal autonomy with
British Treasury support since 1967. That event signalled Britain's intention
to withdraw from the Caribbean as soon as possible. On November 25th
1975, following the flight of nearly one-third of its population, Suriname
also received independence, together with a most substantial grant-in-aid
from Holland, and for the next five years its citizens were allowed to settle
in Holland without restraint.
In the charged and labile context of global cold war, these regional
developments inevitably stimulated interest in the U.S.S.R as well as the
U.S.A. During this period the U.S.s.R established diplomatic relations with
Cuba, Jamaica, Grenada and Guyana, and subsidized and armed Cuba and
Grenada; but to my knowledge, it has neither sponsored violence nor
provided military assistance to any Caribbean group that wanted to establish
socialism by violent means. Its chief socialist rival, the People's Republic of
China, has been even more cautious in its relations with Caribbean countries.
Given these data, it should be clear that until 1989-90 when the Cold
War suddenly began to thaw, the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R posed the
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principal threats to the integrity and independence of Caribbean countries,
Hispanic or other. The U.s. government may justify its policies by reference
to U.S. national security. The strategic implications and differential significance of Caribbean territories to the U.S.A. and the U.s.s.R are obvious.
From 1960 when it adopted Cuba as a satellite, the U.S.S.R.'s stake in the
region has been clear for all to see; and from 1961 when it sponsored the Bay
of Pigs invasion, the U.s.A. has left no room for doubt as regards its
preferences and aims in the Caribbean. Thus Caribbean leaders of all
persuasions can reasonably be expected to appreciate their situation and to
avoid provoking U.S. hostility and intervention, whether covert or overt.
That has not always been the case.

2. SOME REGIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

NOIRISME AND ITS FORERUNNERS

It is in this changing geopolitical context that the various Creole
Caribbean societies have had to struggle over the past fifty years to identify
and resolve their basic problems of poverty, unemployment, illiteracy,
overcrowding, political, economic and cultural dependence, and to reduce
the inequalities and tensions inherent in their historic and continuing
pluralism. To understand fully the factors and forces that have generated
and shaped their political development during these decades, we need
always to look closely within these societies at the plural conditions and
structures that are their source.

In the nineteen-twenties, Marcus Garvey advocated racial pride
and unity to black Americans as an essential first step towards the redemption
of blacks in the Americas after centuries of slavery and servitude to whites
(Garvey 1968). Garvey's teachings on race and Africa express his repudiation of racial and social conditions in his Jamaican homeland (Garvey 1973).
When deported from the U.S.A. in 1927 he returned to Jamaica where he
continued to promote the United Negro Improvement Association and to
call for radical change in Jamaican society. Due to its restrictive property
franchise, Garvey's political campaigns for change in Jamaica were doomed
to failure. Nonetheless, hisou tspoken calls for the racial pride and independence of black people in Jamaica struck all sections of the society and had
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profound effects among its disenfranchised black population.
At about the same time Aime Cesaire first put forward in his native
Martinique the poetic concepts and doctrine of negritude (Coulthard 1962,
1970) which drew heavily on the ethnological studies of Jean Price-Mars
(1928) in Haiti, then occupied by U.S. troops and under U.S. administration.
Cesaire's ideas of negritude won the support of Leopold Senghor and other
Africans, and in Haiti it stimulated the independent development of the
ideology of noirisme by Fran~ois Duvalier and the Griots, who steeped
themselves in Haitian history and ethnology in order to understand and
address the country's problems (Nicholls 1979: 153-172). In that context,
Duvalierandhisassociatesinsistedonthevalidityofvodun,theCreolepatois,
plat;age unions, and other cultural institutions of the large black majority of
Haitians, and rejected white alternatives, whether French or American,
together with the mulatto elite, their local champions, whose pride in their
white ancestry and French culture alienated them from the blacks (Leyburn
1941).
When the Americans withdrew from Haiti in 1934, the mulatto elite
once again assumed control of the state and economy. In reaction to noirisme
and other pressures, induding the long American occupation, the new
rulers actively sought to increase Haiti's cuIturallinks with France through
the Roman Catholic Church and other means. A sustained campaign
against the vodun folk religion was waged for several years and helped to
forge a strong alliance between the exponents of noirisme and vodun cult
leaders. Popular dissatisfaction with the pro-mulatto government of
President Lescot mounted steadily until he was removed by a military junta
in January 1946, following which a moderate noiriste, Dumarsais Estime,
was elected president in August that year. By 1950 Estime's conciliatory
policies and moderate noirisme had alienated important groups of blacks
and mulattoes. Following another military coup a black colonel, Paul
Magloire, was elected president with substantial support from the mulatto
elite, the Roman Catholic church, and the French community in Haiti. In
June 1950 vodun was banned by military decree (Nicholls 1979: 193), and
under Magloire the mulatto section resumed their cultural and social
hegemony. However, by 1956 Magloire had lost the support of critical
segments of that stratum as well as the depressed black population for
whom Duvalier spoke. When he fell in December 1956, the scene was setfor
a direct contest between the black and brown sections of Haitian society for
decisive power. During the next few months Haiti was severely shaken by
the political struggle, which included a pitched battle in Port-au-Prince
between rival groups in the armed forces (Nicholls 1979: 208).
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In September 1957 Fran<;ois Duvalier won a handsome majority
over his chief rival, Louis Dejoie, a mulatto businessman, and proceeded to
implement his noiriste beliefs and goals. Over the next few years, French
clergy were replaced by Haitians, and the Catholic Church had to recognize
vodun as the religion of the Haitian folk. The Creole language received
official status, and the "liberal" political institutions so dear to mulattoes
were swept away when Duvalier was re-elected president for life in 1961
and succeeded tenyears later by his son and personally nominated successor,
Jean-Oaude (or "Baby Doc"). While the state organization increasingly
assimilatedthevodunreligionanditspriesthood,paramilitarygroupsofthe
president's tontons macoutes disciplined opponents of the regime and harassed suspected dissidents. By these and other means Fran<;ois Duvalier
implemented his noiriste ideology and program without materially improving the economic conditions of the black section he claimed to represent. Nonetheless, by the end of his reign Duvalier had won the support of
the American government, which continued until 1986 to protect and assist
his successor. These Haitian developments represent the political victory of
the black majority over its historic rivals, the mulatto elite, under the
impetus of Fran~ois Duvalier's leadership and noirisme. The plural structure of differentially incorporated black and brown sections that generated
these developments is transparent throughout their course.

RAsrAFARI AND BLACK POWER

Of the three ranked sections in Jamaican society, the minute minority
of dominant whites, the overwhelming majority of disprivileged blacks
who only received the vote in 1944, and the middle ranking colored section
of mixed race, culture, economic and political status, the latter assumed the
leadership of the nationalist and labor movements in 1938 and retained it
despite periodic challenges until the late seventies.

In the thirties Marcus Garvey had campaigned vainly for election
as Mayor of Kingston, the capital, against impossible odds, given the
franchise and his political program; but that campaign gave Garvey's racial
critique and message the local publicity he wanted. Following his defeat
and departure to Britain, Garvey's doctrine first bore unexpected fruit in the
Rastafari religion (Simpson 1955, Smith, Augier and Nettleford 1%0). The
Rastafari brethren identified the Ethiopian emperor Haile Selassie as the
returned Messiah, virulently rejected Jamaica and the white man's works as
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Babylon, and demanded repatriation to Africa.
During the early postwar years when Jamaica was preoccupied
with such new public institutions as trade unions, political parties, a stock
exchange, many statutory corporations and a university, Rastafari religious
doctrines seemed rather remote from social realities to both elite sections,
white and brown. However, in 1960 the island was threa tened by an armed
uprising planned and led by Jamaicans from New York, who hoped to
sweep to power on the wave of dissatisfaction and unrest which the
government's policies of economic development had provoked. Following
a sympathetic report on the aims, beliefs and organization of the Rastafari
movement by a University team (Smith, Augier and Nettleford 1960), the
Brethren proselytized freely, combining sharp criticism of Jamaica's racial
and social order with religious denunciation, prophecy and exposition.
Some Brethren also campaigned against Jamaica's participation in the West
Indian Federation which the government advocated, and helped to ensure
the country's withdrawal when tha t issue was put to a national referendum
in 1961 (M. G. Smith 1965a: 314-321). By then a Rastafari delegation had
visited Africa on behalf of the Jamaican people and government to explore
the practical prospects for 'repatriation'. Following the national vote
against federation, the Jamaican legislature approved a new constitution
and negotiated political independence from Britain. In the succeeding
election the People's National Party (PNP) led by Norman Manley was
defeated and replaced in government by the Jamaica Labour Party (JLP)
under Alexander Bustamante.
For that election Millard Johnson revived the People's Political
Party (PPP) that Garvey had founded in 1935 and identified it squarely as
the blackman's party. But its candidates all lost their deposits when the PPP
received less than one percent of the total vote (Norris 1962: 57-60, Munroe
1983: 86). Evidently, despite the massive black majority under adult
suffrage, Jamaican electors sympathetic to the Rastafari categoricallyrejected
secular parties and politics based on racism. As we shall see, this lesson
from the PPP's dismal failure was soon to be forgotten or ignored.
In 1968 Jamaican society was again shaken by demonstrations and
riots in the capital, following the JLP government's refusal to permit Dr.
Walter Rodney, a Guyanese historian at the University of the West Indies
(UWl) and leading Black Power spokesman, to re-enter the island (Rodney
1969). By then Black Power critiques of the racial and socio-economic
structure of Jamaican society, and doctrines of radical cultural, economic
and political change had captured the imagination of many frustrated black
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rofessionals and scholars at the university, who found the extreme and
kcreasinginequalityofJamaican society ~~derits :NP and JLP governments
intolerable. However, in fact of the expliCitly raCial protests and programs
of the Black Power movement, both Jamaican mass parties, the JLP, who
were in office, and the PNP under Norman Manley, joined together to
oppose the movement, having long ago committed themselves to the ideal
of an open multiracial society.
At the university, Black Power spokesmen founded a journal,
Abeng, to publicize their views, and continued to discuss the country's
problems among themselves (Nettleford 1970). By combining racial protest
and Marxist theory, their analyses and ideology racialized Marxism for
application to the Jamaican context and harnessed racial critiques and
models to those of Marx. In doing so, the Black Power advoca tes of the late
19605 differed sharply from those Marxists who later founded the Workers'
Liberation League and Workers' Party of Jamaica, and refused to conflate
racist ideologies with Marxism, but analyzed the society strictly in terms of
class, without reference to race (Munroe 1983). They differed also from
Marcus Garvey (Garvey 1968), and from their Rastafari predecessors, who
had consistently given priority to religious aspects and interpretations of
the social structure, as well as from Fran<;;ois Duvalier, whose noirisme gave
primacy to African culture over race.
Black Power doctrines spread rapidly from the Jamaican campus to
other branches of the UWI in Barbados and Trinidad. In Trinidad, as local
leaders emerged, university students and faculty at the St. Augustine
campus became increasingly involved in confrontations with the authorities in 1969. In February 1970 a situa tion arose that encouraged Black Power
leaders at the university to launch public demonstrations, protests and
marches in an effort to mobilize the black and East Indian working classes
against the elite-dominated Creole government of Eric Williams, who had
ruled since 1956. However, having long learnt to distrust the political
appeals and promises of Creole leaders, the island's East Indians refused to
respond, as for the most part did black workers (Nicholls 1971), who
realized that by opposing Eric Williams and his government, they would
merely open a path for East Indian politicians to achieve power. Thus, as in
Jamaica, the Black Power attempt to change the social order in Trinidad
failed. The prevailing plural structures of both countries served to defeat
those challenges. Trinidad's segmental structure ensured that its East
Indians refused to support the Black Power movement as a Creole program,
and also ensured that the black working class remained aloof from so
radical a movement, to avoid dividing their Creole segment and assisting
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the East Indians to power. Lacking such segmental divisions, in Jamaica
both political parties closed ranks against the Black Power movement to
preserve the country's hierarchic sectional structure and multiracial ideals,
of which they are the guardians.
Neither the teachings and effort of Marcus Garvey, the doctrines of

negritude, noirisme and Black Power, nor the Rastafari religion are intelligible
outside of the socio-racial contexts and plural cultures that produced them
and to which they were directly addressed (Lowenthal 1972: 280-292).
Neither Marxism, functionalism as expounded by Lloyd Braithwaite (1953,
1954,1960) or Raymond T. Smith (1967, 1970), nor theories of dependency
(Williams 1944, Frank 1969) or the plantation society (Beckford 1972) can
account for the differing contents, goals and structures of these racist
ideologies, or their sources and histories, without detailed study of the
plural contexts and conditions in which they emerged. Neither have all
practi tioners of Black Power expounded its doctrines, nor have they always
sought to realize identical goals and values by the same means. To a
surprising degree their differing ideas and practices have been shaped by
their differing plural situations and experience.

GRENADA,

1967-1983

In Grenada, for instance, without ever adopting the ideology, Eric
Gairy, like Maurice Bishop who overthrew him in 1979, both personified
and sought to establish Black Power, though in radically different ways.
Following Tubal Uriah Butler's example in Trinidad, in his early days as
labor leader and prime minister, Gairy participated publicly in Shango cult
meetings at the Grand Etang (M.G. Smith 1963), and by other means
identified himself with the 'African' culture and section of the Grenadian
people (M.G. Smith 1965: 262-303, Singham 1968). As soon as possible he
established diplomatic ties with Franc;ois Duvalier of Haiti, and modelled
his Mongoose Gang of habitual criminals on Duvalier's tontons macoutes.
Gairy's hostility to the liberal political institutions Grenada had enjoyed
before and after 1967 is well documented (Grenada 1975, Ambursley and
Dunkerley 1984: 19-30, Searle 1983: 6-32, O'Shaughnessy 1984: 35-54). The
number of voters registered in 1984 indicates the extent to which the
electoral rolls were padded in 1976 when Gairy's party defeated the People's
Alliance at the last general election (Daily Gleaner 1984). Gairy's regime also
resembled that of Duvalier in its motives and implications, though differing
in form.

Maurice Bishop first entered West Indian politics at a meeting "on
Rat Island off the coast of S1. Lucia in 1970 to discuss Black Power and talk
of the prospects for political change in the Eastern Caribbean"
(O'Shaughnessy 1984: 45). However, Gairy's reaction to the Black Power
demonstration that Bishop led in S1. George's in May 1970 was to assume
emergency powers and create the Mongoose Gang (Searle 1983: 15-16,
Payne, Sutton and Thorndike 1984: 8, Jacobs and Jacobs 1979: 95-%). Gairy's
idea of Black Power differed radically from those of Maurice Bishop and his
associates. In March 1973, in view of the island's impending political
independence, Bishop and others formed the New Jewel Movement (NJM)
to protest against Gairy's oppressive regime. In November that year Bishop
and other NJM leaders were very roughly handled by Gairy's policemen
and Mongoose Gang, an event that precipitated the general strike of
January-March 1974. In February 1974 Grenada became independent, and
in 1976 Gairy was re-elected on a dubious poll. Thereafter both Gairy and
his opponents began to prepare for the confrontation that finally came on
March 13th 1979, when the NJM seized power in a pre-dawn coup by
scattering Gairy's small 'army', and proclaimed the People's Revolutionary
Government (PRG) (EPICA 1981, Jacobs and Jacobs 1979: 121-141).
Maurice Bishop and his closest colleagues in the NJM strove to
improve the lot of the Grenadian black majority by eliminating the corruption
and abuses of Gairy's regime, by promoting economic development in the
private and public sectors, by organizing women, youth and local communities to participate actively in discussion, criticism and implementation
of government policies and programs, and by starting to build the longdiscussed new airport for long-range jets without which the island's tourist
industry and potential would remain undeveloped (EPICA 1981, Searle
1983, Ambursley and Dunkerley 1984: 31-45, Ambursley 1983a). However,
the NJM coup provoked negative reactions in Barbados and other Eastern
Caribbean islands, as well as in the U.S.A. and among the JLP in Jamaica.
Given their ideology and fears of U.S. destabilization, the NJM leadership
decided neither to hold the elections it had promised on March 13th, nor to
provide free public trial for those it detained as possible security risks
(Coard 1981: Bishop 1982: 41-46). In the closing months of 1979, rumors of
a plot to overthrow the government provoked further preventive detentions (O'Shaughnessy 1984: 92). On June 19th, 1980, five days after Walter
Rodney was killed in Guyana, the collective NJM leadership narrowly
escaped destruction at a public meeting in S1. George's by a remote-control
bomb that killed three and wounded seventy in the audience. Another
violent incident occurred in the following year, increasing the government's
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concern with security (Searle 1983: 39-41, Payne, Sutton and Thorndike
1984: 51-52, Sandford and Vigilante 1984: 101, 131-133). Under Presidents
Carter and Reagan the U.S. government had publicly declared its hostility
to the NJM regime, and in the summers of 1981 and 1982 undertook
maneuvers in the Caribbean that suggested an early invasion. With other
conditions, these developments intensified NJM appeals to Cuba and the
U.S.S.R. to secure the technical, economic and military assistance the PRG
needed in the face of U.S. hostility and threats. In reaction, the U.S.
government treated Grenada as an essential part of Castro's Caribbean axis,
along with Guyana under Forbes Burnham and Jamaica under Michael
Manley.
Despite hostility from the U.s. and from its South Caribbean
neighbors, the PRG managed to convert the economic crisis of Gairy's last
years into modest growth. In rural areas, estates acquired by Gairy and held
by his government were reorganized and recapitalized by the PRG as
experiments in state farms, worker participation, and land reform. From
1980 to 1983 the PRG pursued the path of a mixed economy, although
eschewing parliamentary democracy and the rule of law. It encouraged
businessmen to expand their activities under government protection, while
consulting the people extensively on the budget and other matters, in place
of the Legislative Council it had abolished (Hart 1984, Munroe 1984,
Ambursley 1983a).
By the summer of 1983 a group ofMarxist-Leninists within the NJM
Central Committee had become dissatisfied with Bishop's leadership, with
the PRG program, and with NJM organization, performance and policies.
They demanded that Bishop and Bernard Coard, the deputy prime minister
and leading Marxist in the NJM, should share the leadership. As the
discussion proceeded, division deepened between the Marxist-Leninists
who backed Coard and those who either supported Bishop or questioned
how the joint leadership would actually work. Following allegations that
he had initiated rumors that Coard and his wife planned his assassination,
the Central Committee placed Bishop under house arrest on October 13th
1983. On October 19th, after being freed by a spontaneous demonstration,
Bishop and several supporters, including Unison Whiteman, with whom he
had founded the NJM in 1973, were executed at Fort Rupert, St. George's by
members of the People's Revolutionary Army (PRA) (O'Shaughnessy 1984:
124-138, Manley 1983: 45). Along with the governments of Barbados and
Jamaica, the Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS) then invited
President Reagan to send U.S. troops into Grenada to eliminate the military
regime that had replaced Bishop's government and 'restore democracy'
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(Ambursley and Dunkerley 1~84: ~2-16, O'Sha~ghnessy .1984: 103-150,
Ambursley 1983a, Hart 1984, Diedench 1983, Canbbean Revle'W 1983: 10-11,
14--15,48-58, Munroe 1984: 7()...71,132-140,Sandfordand Vigilante 1984: 163165).
After less than ten years, Grenada lost its independence when its
revolution destroyed itself. The Marxist-Leninists responsible for the
deaths of Maurice Bishop, Unison Whiteman, Einstein Lewison, Jacqueline
ereft and others hailed like them from that lower stratum of the Creole
middle section which a generation earlier had rejected the ascriptive orientations of the white top section and their colored supporters, and demonstrated a desire for change, mobility and greater rewards for individual
achievement (M.G. Smith 1965b).
Once news of Bishop's execution reached the people, the new NJM
directorate imposed a three-daycurfew, following which Grenadians warmly
welcomed the American invaders for apprehending those who had killed
their leader and c1earlyintended to rule by force. Having initially put Gairy
in power, the Grenadian folk, who are overwhelmingly black, twenty years
later first divided their loyalties between Gairy and Bishop, and then
progressively took the latter to their hearts. The Marxist-Leninists who
destroyed Bishop had no idea of his popular support, but in any event they
were not prepared to subordinate their own inclinations to those of the
people in whose name they had proclaimed the revolution, being can vinced
that as an 'elite vanguard' they knew best. However, while Bishop, a la wyer
and former champion of democracy, the rule of law, and human rights,
erred gravely in repudiating them after the seizure of power in 1979,
Bernard Coard and those who removed Bishop also erred in assuming that
the people's will and love of Bishop mattered less than their own adherence
to Marxist-Leninist principles, and thatthey could silence and subjugate the
people by force (Diederich 1983). The elitist orientations and backgrounds
of Bishop and Coard are evident in these differing but equally mistaken
conceptions ofthe people's values and likely reactions, and in their attitudes
to the 'black masses'. Being culturally, socially and educationally removed
from the Grenadian folk, the NJM leaders had differentially incorporated
themselves by monopolizing political direction of the island's affairs. But
Coard's faction lacked the rapport and public concerns that guided Bishop's
pragmatism and leadership style. Thus, having excluded popular participation, they had either to suspend their dispute or to resolve it, peacefully
or otherwise, by themselves.
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TRINIDAD,

1946-1983

In 1946 the British government conferred universal adult suffrage
on the people of Trinidad and Tobago (T.T.). Till then, as a Crown Colony,
those islands had been governed together by British executives responsible
to Whitehall despite a token legislature partially elected on restrictive
property franchise but primarily filled with the Governor's officials and
nominees, most of whom were 'French Creoles' or local whites. According
to the census that year, besides whites, who represented one-fortieth of the
population, 1 percent were black, and 14 percent colored or mixed (M.G.
Smith 1965a: 11). Of the blacks, East Indians and most of the colored
population, very few had any political rights. Thus until 1946 the colonial
society differentially incorporated de jure local whites and other propertied
natives on one hand, and most Eastlndians, blacks and brown people on the
other.
Despite their shared political status, the East Indians and AfroCreoles differed sharply in their social situations, economic pursuits, geographical distribution, social and cultural institutions, and relations with
the British and other dominant whites (Braithwaite 1952, Rubin 1962,
LaGuerre 1974, Ramesar 1976). While most East Indians were Hindu, many
were Muslim and some were Christian. Descended from indentured
immigrant workers, most Indians lived on or near the sugar plantations on
which they worked, while others farmed nearby on their own. Few lived in
Tobago. By contrast, most Afro-Creoles lived in urban areas, avoided
agriculture and pursued other occupations. Perhaps the simplest, most
revealing indicators of the radically different status and situations of
Trinidad's East Indians and Afro-Creoles are the 1946 census data on their
literacy ratios. While less than 10 percent of the black population and 8.5
percent of the colored could not read, more than one-half of the East Indians
and rather more East Indian adults were illiterate (M.G. Smith 1974: 306).
Finally, in 1946 when the country's population growth rate was roughly 3
percent per annum, that of the East Indians was so much greater than the
Afro-Creole rate, that under universal suffrage it seemed merely a matter of
time before the East Indians would outnumber the Afro-Creoles and have
a permanent electoral majority. Till then their larger population ensured
Afro-Creole predominance vis-a-vis the East Indians, provided they united
and took political power from the British and local whites.
While East Indians were either Hindu, Christian or Muslim, AfroCreoles were divided between two relatively closed and culturally distinct

socia1strata, "the lower class and the middle class" as Braithwaite (1953: 122)
called them, the former being predominantly black, poor and unskilled,
while the latter were predominantly brown, more prosperous, and better
educated. The brown "middle class" also felt much closer culturally to the
whites than to the large modally black 'lower class' whose social exclusion
expressed their de facto differential incorporation and status within the
Afro-Creole community. Thus in marked contrast with Tobago, Trinidad
society in 1946 was a complex plurality which differentially incorporated de
jure its large Afro-Creole and East Indian populations, who lived apart,
interacted little, had differing cultures and religions, and were organized
and administered by the whites as distinct social segments with differing
requirements and needs. Moreover in Trinidad especially, the Afro-Creole
segment divided culturally into two hierarchically aligned social sections or
strata, a small modally brown "middle class" and larger modally black
'10wer class." (Braithwaite 1953, 1954, 1960.)
With the introduction of universal suffrage the labor leader Tubal
Uriah Butler formed a political party based onan Afro-Indian working class
alliance which won several seats in the 1946 and 1950 elections with little
positive effect. From 1946 to 1956 as Trinidad learnt the forms of representative govemme~t.~nder the Westminster system, the British gradually
transferred responsIbIhty and power to the elective assembly which was
dominated by opportunistic white and brown elite under the leadership of
Albert Gomes, a Creole white of Portuguese descent. Throughout this
period, party groupings, programs and policies had little place in the
country's government since the legislature hesitated to demand greater
political independence but waited on initiatives from Whitehall. In 1954,
the East Indian leader, Bhadase Maraj, established the People's Democratic
Party (PDP) with the support of the Hindu Maha Sabha. Thus despite its
name~ from. the start the PDP appealed primarily to East Indians, and
especIally Hindus. In 1955 an outstanding scholar, Eric Williams, founded
the People's National Movement (PNM), mobilized most of the Afro-Creole
vote and despite challenges won a majority in the 1956 General Election and
took power from the foreign and local whites who had hitherto ruled the
country.
.
As its name reveals, Williams probably modelled the People's
National Movement on the People's National Party (PNP) which his friend
Norman Manley had founded in Jamaica in 1939. As national parties both
the PNP and PNM were elite led and multi-class, but whereas ti1l1953 the
PNP was socialist as well as nationalist, despite his Marxist-sounding
rhetoric (Williams 1944, 1957, 1981: 210-216) and long association with
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c.L.R. James, on pragmatic grounds as wel1 as principle, Williams established

the PNM as a liberal nationalist party and rejected socialism as its guide or
goal. As we shall see, that ideological choice had important implica tions for
the party and the emergent nation-state.
As Chief Minister, Eric Williams pressed for greater local autonomy, but was diverted by the decision to establish a federation of British
West Indian colonies. Following federal elections which the PNM lost
heavily to the rival East Indian PDP, renamed the Democratic Labour Party
(DLP), until 1962 when the Federation terminated following Jamaica's
secession, T.T.'s march to independence was compromised by its federal
involvements and uncertain future. Nonetheless in those years the PNM
government launched its first Five-Year Development Plan to reduce
unemployment, repair and improve the infrastructure and social services
inherited from the colonial regime, and to foster economic development by
attracting investment on the Puerto Rican model through tax incentives,
factory provisions and other concessions. In 1961 when the country had its
second General Election under universal suffrage, the proportions of votes
cast for the PNM and the DLP respectively corresponded closely to the
Afro-Creoles and East Indian ratios in the 1960 population census (M.G.
Smith 1974: 279). By then most Afro-Creoles, and especially the large black
'lower class', had aligned themselves under the PNM while most East
Indians voted for the DLP. The political polarization of these two racial and
cultural blocs, and their de facto incorporation as social segments, was by
then complete. As for the once dominant French Creoles, the British
administration having withdrawn, they had accommodated to the PNM
administration and policies, which they could not oppose openly and
sometimes supported (James 1962).
With this greatly increased electoral support, when the West Indies
Federation collapsed in 1962, Eric Williams and the PNM demanded
political independence at the earliest date, re-wrote the country's constitution to guarantee its citizens fundamental rights, and pressed ahead with
their plans and programs for its development as swiftly as human and
material resources allowed. Convinced that reduction of unemployment
was the most immediate priority, the PNM tried to attract investments
locally and from overseas by tax incentives and other provisions, while
further increasing employment by road repair and building, housing and
other government programs. In 1964 the PNM government launched its
Second Five-Year Plan to build on the first and accelerate the country's
development by the same broad program of job-creation, incentives to
induce investment, improvements of infrastructure and the workforce,
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educational expansion and reform. That year the nation's population
growth rate fell from 3 to 2 percent and seemed likely to faU to 1 percent per
annum by 1980, thus promising an end to the unemployment problem. In
1966 in its third General Election the PNM once more severely defeated its
chief opponent, the East Indian DLP, though with a diminished poll and
share of the popular vote.
By then Stokely Carmichael and others in the U.S.A. were advocating
Black Power as the best alternative to black subordination and dependence
and most promising solution to its interracial conflicts and problems. In
1968 the Guyanese historian Walter Rodney, the region's leading Black
Power spokesman, was refused permission to re-enter Jamaica to resume
his duties at the UWI campus there. That decision provoked student
protests and demonstrations and led to riots, after which the Jamaican
government declared a State of Emergency, called out its troops, and
surrounded the university. Having already adopted Black Power, the UWI
campus at St. Augustine in Trinidad was disturbed and agitated by those
Jamaican developments, which also seemed to threaten the UWI. To
coordinate and guide the local Back Power movement a National Joint
Action Committee (NJAC) was formed at St. Augustine, following which
some extremists organized the National Union Freedom Fighters (NUFF),
and over the next few months made desultory raids on such 'enemy' targets
as banks, during which several people were killed, and the Afro-Creole
community became increaSingly insecure.
In June 1969, introducing the Third Five-Year Development Plan,
Eric Williams responded to Black Power critiques of the PNM's policies by
denying that racial discrimination was responsible for the lack of blacks
among Trinidad's business leaders (Williams 1981: 34). To increase black
participation in commerce Williams proposed to encourage cooperatives,
small businesses and farms and to distribute shares in government enterprises to their workers and the public. Having identified the primary sou rce
and concern of Black Power protests with the perennial unemployment
problem, Williams committed the Third Five-Year Development Plan to
further reduce unemployment levels by accelerating the country's economic growth through heavy capital investments in tourism, agriculture
and industry and increased government expenditures on education, agriculture, roads, housing, water and other infrastructure, while extending
local ownership and control of major economic resources. The PNM
government having with difficulty negotiated acceptable accommodations
with local and foreign capitalists and treated labor harshly, Williams failed
to recognize the central Black Power thesis that in their economic policies
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and relations with labor the PNM cabinet had identified themselves as the
agents of capital. To those who regarded white capital as the oppressor of
blacks, the PNM government was therefore a corrupt 'comprador bourgeois
administration' .
As Carnival approached in February 1970, students from the university began to demonstrate for Black Power in Port of Spain, and later that
month clashed with police. Arrests were made and a trial set for March 5th.
The day before there was a large demonstration at Shanty Town outside
Port of Spain in support of the accused students, and on the trial day there
was a riot and rampage in the city. To increase their support Black Power
leaders at the UWI appealed to East Indians to march with them to San Juan
on March 12th without success. The East Indian community remained
aloof, leaving the Black Power movement to confront the PNM government
on its own (Best 1973, Nicholls 1971, Ryan 1972).
During the following weeks there were further demonstrations as
Black Power leaders sought for support. On April 13th the deputy prime
minister resigned. On the 19th the sugar workers, who were overwhelmingly East Indian, went on strike. According to Eric Williams (1981: 168),
"the sugar workers and the workers in wa ter were to march on 21 April, link
up with the transport workers, to be followed on Wednesday 22 April by
some action in the oil industry." After consulting the cabinet Williams had
the Acting Governor declare a State of Emergency which triggered a mutiny
among the soldiers who controlled the island's arsenal at Teteron, thus
obliging the Government to negotiate privately with those leading the
mutiny and avoid any action to excite further conflict, while seeking
weapons abroad as quickly as possible. With the arrest of some officers in
early May, the mutiny and Black Power 'February Revolution' came to an
end; but their implications and effects continued to dominate the political
life of the country for many years, and still exercise great influence.
Though it survived the crisis, the PNM government had lost so
much support and credibility that it seemed likely to lose the General
Election due in 1971. However, before agreeing to participate, the opposition
parties, including the DLP, insisted on various electoral reforms. When the
government rejected their demands they boycotted the elections, thus
giving the PNM all 36 seats in the elected house, though only a third of the
electorate voted (Ryan 1972).
By their abstentions, the electors and opposition parties had discredited the PNM government and denied its legitimacy. To defuse the
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situation and reassert its authority, the government appointed a commission to review the political constitution and recommend changes appropriate
forT.T.'s future as a self-governing republic. Meanwhile the PNM pursued
its economic program to reduce unemployment, develop and expand its
economy, extend and diversify the public sector, and increase the country's
independence by enhancing local control of the economy. The Third FiveYear Development Plan was duly revised with these goals as priorities in an
attempt to meet the economic critique of Black Power (Williams 1981: 171179). By expanding and reforming the educational system to provide
vocational training, by increasing its house-building program, distributing
shares in various state firms to workers and others, and by levying extra
taxes to finance special employment programs, the government's National
Reconstruction effort accelerated the drift of youth from country to town
and the creolization of younger East Indians in school and other sectors of
public education. Following the sharp rise in oil prices initiated by OPEC
in 1973, as its oil revenue steadily increased, so did the government's
investments in public utilities, institutions, and enterprises to produce
petro-chemicals, ammonia, fertilizers and steel, designed to reduce the
country's dependence on oil and lay the basis for its future as a diversified
indusbial economy. In consequence from 1974 to 1982 Trinidad and
Tobago enjoyed unprecedented prosperity, thanks primarily to OPEC's
price hikes. Unemployment levels fell as the government poured surplus
oil revenues into one project after another in a frenzied effort to generate an
independent economic 'takeoff while oil prices were high. In the process
the PNM government and public administration exposed their managerial
shortcomings and inefficiencies, and were widely accused of corruption.
Following the adoption of a republican constitution with a lower
voting age and other minor constitutional reforms, the country prepared for
its fourth General Election under PNM rule in 1976. By then the people of
Tobago, who are overwhelmingly Afro-Creole, had broken away from the
PNM under local leaders and formed a separate party, the Democratic
Action Congress (DAC). In 1976 the PNM's major rival was the United
Labour Front (ULF), a new party based on the strategic alliance of the two
trade unions that represented the sugar workers, who were predominantly
East Indian, and the oil workers, who were overwhelmingly Afro-Creole.
Though an alliance of those trade unions, as the campaign wore on the
public increasingly saw the ULF as an Indian-based and dominated party,
and a much greater challenge to the PNM than the ineffective DLP. In
consequence on polling day, to keep the country's government in Afro~le hands, many Afro-Creoles who might well have voted otherwise
rallIed to the PNM as the only Creole party capable of defeating the ULF
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(Ryan, Greene and Harewood 1979). As a result, while the DAC won both
Tobago seats, the ULF won 10 and the PNM the remaining 24. The ULFs
great achievement and major contribution to the country's politics consisted
in the working-class alliance of East Indians and Afro-Creoles its leaders
had forged. Yet within a year of the election, splits developed within the
party as its parliamentary leadership was challenged and contested. As that
leadership struggle dragged on, conflating issues of personality, principle
and race, the ULF lost its pristine promise as an alternative to the PNM,
which thereafter ruled with confidence despite its corrupt image and
declining public support.

On March 29th 1981 Eric Williams, the PNM's founder and leader,
died in office, havingruJed Trinidad and Tobago for 25 years and transformed
its social economy. Under the leadership of his successor, George Chambers, the PNM won another term of office later that year with 52 percent of
the popular vote, promising among much else to rid itself of corruption and
inefficiency while accelerating economic development. Unfortunately the
new prime minister failed to track down and root out corruption in the
party, the government and public service, and failed to improve the
efficiency of state run enterprises. With the downturn of oil prices in late
1983, the economy lost its buoyancy and faced increasing debt service
charges with dwindling foreign incomes. As adversity increased the PNM
staggered on without new policies, while its leading political opponents,
the ULF, DAC, and other mainly Creole parties, tried to sort out their
differences and form a coali tion to contest the coming General Elections. In
the coalition they created, groups that had formerly represented the segmental interests of Afro-Creoles and East Indians joined forces with one
another and with others representing working-dass interests and constituencies, since only thus could they hope to defeat the PNM.
As this story shows, there were significant evolutions in the polity
and society of Trinidad and Tobago between 1946 and 1983. Initiallyruled
by foreign and local whites, under Eric Williams and the PNM, the AfroCreole elite won power and set abou t reforming and developinginsti tutions
and economy while seeking independence (OxaaI1968). Until then, living
apart within their diverse cultures, Afro-Creoles and East Indians had
displayed little hostility toone another (Rubin 1962, Ramesar 1976, laGuerre
1974, 1976); bu t, as one election followed another after the birth of the PNM,
underrival poli tical parties, the two racial and cultural blocs were mobilized
in periodic contests fuelled by suspicions, rumors, allegations and incidents
of one kind or another, and agitated by persons whose future hung on their
success (James 1962). In this context of continuing segmental conflict

between numerically unequal groups of disparate culture, race and education, so.metimes at the expense of organized labor, the PNM's elite leaders
negotiated accommodations with local capitalists, 'French Creole', Syrian
and East Indian, as well as foreign investors, and promoted the country's
development by capitalist rather than socialist means. Those policies and
accommodations provoked the Black Power protests of 1968 to 1970. For
lack of support from the large East Indian bloc, that challenge to the PNM
and Afro-Creole elite by their black 'lower class' failed to topple the
government or change the regime. When electoral politics resumed in 1976
after the futile boycott of 1971, despite their disillusion (Ryan, Greene and
Harewood, 1976), when confronted with the prospect of a radical working
class government, to exclude the possibility of East Indian domination
under the ULF, most Afro-Creoles voted for the PNM as the lesser of two
evils. The leadership struggle that soon split the ULF and set George
Weekes of the Oil Workers Union against his former ally, Basdeo Panday,
and the East Indian sugar workers, demonstrated once more that when they
clashed, the segmental solidarities and interests of race and culture had
priority over those of ideology and class in Trinidad. By then Tobago's AfroCreoles who formerly voted PNM had disassociated themselves and established their own party to pursue their island's interests, whether in
alliance with the ULF as in 1976 or with the ULF and other parties of either
racial bloc.
In 1976 for the first time it seemed as though Trinidad and Tobago
might soon find a viable alternative to the prolonged segmental conflict of
East Indians and Afro-Creoles which, coupled with the oil boom and Eric
Williams' leadership, had guaranteed the PNM thirty years of office and the
Afro-Creoles prolonged political dominance. Ten years laterin the National
Alliance for Reconstruction, created as a multi-party coalition to defeat the
PNM and to govern by compromise, it seemed once more as if the society
would soon break with its past and replace the old segmental molds of racial
politicS by some less rigid framework for political alignment and action.
That prospect raised great hope.

SURINAME,

1948-1984

Within a year of the NJM coup in Grenada, Desi Bouterse and other
non-commissioned officers in the Suriname army seized power by a military coup and overthrew the government, having failed to win its support
in an ind us trial d ispu te wi th their command ing 0 fficers. By then the civilian
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government of Henck Arron and the parliamentary regime in Suriname
were so discredited that their removal was welcomed rather than protested.
To indicate how this disillusion developed, I shall sketch its background
briefly.
In 1948, following the introduction of universal suffrage and a
measure of internal autonomy, Surinamers of different race and religion
established political parties to pursue and defend their distinct group
interests. Thus Hindu and Muslim East Indians formed separate parties, as
did Catholic and Protestant Creoles, while Javanese, the smallest of these
racial and cultural segments, formed a single party, being all Muslim (Dew
1978, Hira 1983: 172·176). Creole denominational parties competed for
support from the two Creole sections known locally as mulatta and nengre,
which correspond to the modally colored and black lower sections of
Jamaica, Haiti and Grenada, with due allowance for Dutch cultural and
social influence, Suriname's ecology, and the high urban ratio of its Creole
population. In those respects the Creole segments of Suriname and Guyana
are most alike, followed by the Creoles of Trinidad. As in Guyana and
Trinidad, in Suriname the great majority of East Indians or Hindustani live
in the country, and few Javanese, Bush Negroes or Amerindians are found
in the towns.
Under an outstanding black politician, Pengel, Suriname at first
developed consociational patterns of government based on coalitions of
various ethnic and religious parties. However, by 1971, while the Javanese
and Bush Negroes represented 15.2 and 9.4 percent respectively of the
country's population, East Indians outnumbered Creoles by 37.6 to 31.3
percent (Europa 1983: 1519). The political implications of these ethnic ratios
proved too much for Pengel's policy of government by ethnic and party
coalition. Thereafter the tendencies of ethnic parties to form mutually
exclusive blocs steadily increased, as did the domination by mulatta elite of
the Creole parties, which relied on large nengre votes for power.
From 1969 to 1973 East Indians dominated the government, but in
1973 a coalition of Creole parties in favor of independence from Holland
won control of the Staten (parliament). The Creole prime minister, Henck
Arron, duly negotiated a new constitution and Suriname's independence
with Holland, despite opposition from the East Indian parties and com·
munity.
Independence was achieved on November 5th 1975, following the
renewed flight of many thousands of Surinamers at a monthly rate of six to
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seven thousand (Hira 1983: 177). Most of the emigrants were East Indians
and all fled to Holland. However, since many others left behind also wished
to emigrate rather than live in independent Suriname, in negotiation the
Dutch government agreed to permit Surinamers to settle freely in Holland
during the first five years of independence, i.e., until November 5th, 1980.
Holland also undertook to capitalize the Suriname economy by a devel·
opment loan of over U.S. $1.6 billion during the next ten to fifteen years. On
their side, the Creole government of Suriname agreed to guarantee its
Hindustani population certain rights in the independence constitution, and
to ensure that the new Suriname army drew its recruits from all ethnic
groups. To replace the Dutch Crown as head of state, a ceremonial
presidency was created, but executive power remained with the prime
minister and cabinet, who were constitutionally responSible to parliament.
In October 1977, following further heavy Hindustani emigration,
Arron's party increased its share of the popular vote without improving its
parliamentary majority. The Creole coalition thus continued to control the
legislature by the slenderest of margins, holding 20 out of 39 seats, and
excluded their Hindustani rivals from government, until the coalition lost
its majority in 1979 on the death of a member. To prevent his replacement
and terminate the unsatisfactory situation, the East Indian representatives
ceased to attend the Staten, thereby frustrating the necessary quorum and
precipitating a constitutional crisis. In reply, for several months Arron and
his cabinet administered the country without parliament, but in response to
public pressure, they finally agreed to hold elections in March 1980. Given
its orientation and policies, even before that parliamentary crisis, the
government had lost support among nengre as well as Hindustani (Hira
1983: 178-180).
By the end of 1979 the Suriname army, which had been created at
independence to replace Dutch forces, numbered one thousand, of whom
50 to 60 were officers and 200 were non-commissioned officers (NCOs).
Following a prolonged dispute over wages, discipline, the command
structure, and other conditions of service, the association of non·commissioned officers, BOMIKA, called on the government to dismiss their com·
manding officers. The government's refusal precipitated the coup that
terminated the regime on February 25th 1980 (Hira 1983: 183·185). On
taking charge of the country, Sergeant·Major Bouterse and his associates
dismissed the civil administration, dismissed their former officers, and
settled their wage claims and other disputes to their own satisfaction.
In August 1980 the president installed by Arron's government was
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dismissed and replaced by the then prime minister, Dr. Chin A Sen. A state
of emergency was declared, the constitution suspended, and parliament
dissolved. Approximately one hundred 'People's Committees' were set up
to discharge administrative functions under an appointed Council of
Ministers headed by the new president. The general election originally
scheduled for March 1980 was postponed until October 1981 and was then
further deferred pending the adoption of a new consti tu tion, which, though
drafted, still awaits introduction (Europa 1983: 1517-1525, Banks and
Overstreet 1982: 457).
There is evidence that in plotting their coup, Bouterse and his
colleagues were advised by a military attache of the Dutch High Commission stationed in Paramaribo, and also by radical black politicians outside
the government who sought power by promoting conflict over unionization and allied matters within the army between its predominantly nengre
NCOs, its mulatta officers, and the government (Hira 1983: 182-185). The
army's sectional composition and hierarchic structure generated the initial
opposition of the sergeants and corporals, who were mainly nengre, to its
officer corps, who were mainly colored Creole elite. That hostility was
expressed in the non-commissioned officers' unprecedented demands for
recognition of their trade union, BOMIKA, and for their commanders to
negotiate major changes in the conditions of service, including wage rates
and scales, discipline, promotion, and much else. Despite the later alliance
of Bouterse and the National Military Council (NMC) with Cuba, Grenada
and the U.s.S.R., and despite their reliance on ministers and advisers with
Marxist leanings, it is misleading to interpret the military coup and regime
in Suriname in terms of class conflict between the proletariat and the
bourgeoisie, as Hira (1983) and others have tried to do. The sectional
identities, policies and interests of its leaders most clearly demonstrate the
plural basis and sectional motives of the coup and regime. Moreover,
military ranks are utterly different from classes and unrelated to the means
of production.
In March 1981 an unsuccessful a ttempt to remove Bou terse and the
NMC was made by Hindustani soldiers in the army. In February 1982
President Chin A Sen and the Council of Ministers were dismissed and
replaced by Bouterse and the NMC, who survived yet another attempted
coup in March. Martial law was imposed and a state of siege declared. On
grounds of national securi ty, Bou terse expanded the army from one to three
thousand by recruiting nengre youth almost exclusively, while eliminating
or neutralizing its Hindustani elements. To train those recruits, he relied on
Cuban advisers, who also assisted in training the new People's Militia,
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which he also mobilized overwhelmingly from the nengre and organized
like that of Grenada.
Meanwhile, besides strengthening relations with Cuba, to forestall
the suspension of aid threatened by Holland, Bouterse and the NMC
appointed a Council of Ministers with an economist, Henry Neyhorst, as
prime minister, and cultivated support among left-wing groups and trade
unions by promises of change. However, the promised programs of social
and economic change did not materialize; and as the Dutch reduced their
financial aid and the economy declined, the trade unions began to support
a growing public demand for the restoration of civilian rule and constitutional government. In response Bouterse arrested the leader of the largest
trade union, thus precipitating demonstrations and strikes. On December
15th 1982, almost certainly at Bouterse's instigation, several buildings were
destroyed, including the headquarters of the largest union, and fifteen
leaders of important civilian organizations were summarily executed. The
country's borders were closed, and the university and schools shut down.
The Dutch government then suspended their flow of aid. In January 1983
the regime survived its sixth attempted coup, following which two-thirds
of the military officers were dismissed and Major Horb, a close associate of
Boutersein 1980, was executed. In the following months theNMCappointed
a new civilian government drawn from two rival left wing parties under Dr.
Alibux (Europa 1983: 1517).
Following the executions of December 1982, in January 1983 the
American CIA considered the possibility of invading Suriname (Dew 1983:
29). Probably associated with that, early in 1983 the Brazilian military
visited Paramaribo to make clear their opposition to the increasing number
of Cubans in Suriname and to the country's growing ties to Cuba and the
U.s.s.R. When one of Bouterse's leftist ministers, Sergeant-Major B. Sital,
opposed friendly relations with Brazil, he was promptly dismissed, along
with his radical associates. In July plans were announced to increase the
army and police to 10,000 each and to mobilize youth brigades numbering
up to 50,000 on the Cuban model. However, within a few days of the U.s.
invasion of Grenada, the ambassador and a hundred other Cubans were
expelled from Suriname. By then over one-third of the Suriname people,
200,000 out of 550,000, lived in Holland (Dew 1983: 29-30).
Despite his ties with Maurice Bishop, Guyana, Cuba and the
U.S.S.R., Bouterse's erratic political behavior shows that he has never had
any firm intention of crea ting a new social and economic order in Su riname,
nor any clear idea of how to do so. Instead, like Eric Gairy in Grenada after
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1967, he has had no firm and definite objective beyond the survival of his
personal rule and regime. Accordingly the coup that Bouterse organized,
like the various regimes he has directed, are best understood as demonstrations of his desire for power and determination to retain it, and of his
sectional hostilities to Hindustani and mulatta Creoles. The support his
coup and regime have had to date among the Suriname nengreindicates that
such sectional sentiments were initially widespread; but it is doubtful
whether there is now (1984) sufficient public support for Bouterse and the
NMC government to sustain the regime.

GUYANA,

1966-1984 t

In nearby Guyana, following independence in 1966, the People's
National Congress (PNC) under Forbes Burnham retained power the next
year in an election marred by extensive fraud and intimidation (Jagan 1966,
1974, R. T. Smith 1971, 1976). To offset the faster growth rate of the country's
East Indian population, which already in 1953 outnumbered the Creoles, at
Burnham's request the constitution was twice amended to facilitate increased PNC majorities in the elections of 1970, 1973 and 1980 (Thomas
1983: 40-41). The constitution of 1970 also declared Guyana to be a Cooperative Republic and replaced the post of Governor-General as head of
state by an elected president with little executive power. Since then there
have been no local government elections.
In 1973 laws were passed allowing the government to restrict
freedom of movement and detain people without trial on preventive
grounds. In 1974 the PNCidentifieditselfasa socialist party, and undertook
to nationalize all foreign enterprises and redistribute land. In 1971 and 1975
the country's bauxite mines and operations were nationalized. In 1976 the
sugar plantations and other assets of Booker McConnell Ltd. were taken
over in return for annual transfers of foreign currency. In 1976 Guyana
provoked U.S. hostility by allowing Cuban aircraft to refuel there en route
to Angola. In 1977 and 1979 the PNC government suppressed severe
ind ustrial strikes (Thomas 1983: 39). Following a constitu tional referendum
whose results were condemned as fraudulent, the general elections due in

t As indicated in the introductory note, this was written in 1984 before the
death of Forbes Burnham and has not been updated.

1978 were deferred (Thomas 1983: 40-41). Early in 1979 the former Black
power spokesman Walter Rodney established the Working People's Association (WPA) in an effort to mobilize and develop unified national protest
against Burnham's administration and policies. In July Rodney was accused of arson when the PNC headquarters went up in flames; and when he
died in mysterious circumstances on June 14th 1980, his death was immediately and widely attributed to Burnham by anti-imperialist leaders,
parties, and ordinary citizens throughout the Caribbean.
In 1980 Guyana became a Co-operative Socialist Republic under a
new constitution that created an executive presidency authorized to veto all
legislation and to appoint and dismiss the vice president and prime minister, who as head of government leads the majority party in the National
Assembly (Singh 1983, Lutchman 1982, Thomas 1983: 41-42). The general
elections of 1980, which the PNC claimed to win with a 77 percent majority,
were denounced by a team of international observers as 'the most flagrant
fraud' (Thomas 1983: 41).
By these and other means, including the free use of police harassment and such strong-arm gangs as the 'House of Israel' to intimidate and
eliminate opposition, Burnham transformed and impoverished Guyana
(Latin America Bureau 1984,Dunkerley1984, Thomas 1983:43-45, Tennassee
1982), while incorporating over 80 per cent of the country's major economic
assets and activities in the public sector. To manage these operations and
resources, Burnham created several parastatal bodies and staffed them
liberally with Afro-Guyanese bureaucrats and technicians. Though they
are citizens, members of the large East Indian majority have played a
diminishing part in the state since 1964. While still supporting Cheddi
Jagan and the PPP, they have been rendered powerless by Burnham'S
electoral rules and procedures and are marginalized from the political and
economic arenas under PNC control. Though the 1980 constitution provides
for an ombudsman and includes a Bill of Rights that guarantees freedom of
property, religion, expression, association, assembly, movement, and
freedom from discrimination, it has notably failed to fulfil its promise, due
primarily to political control of legal processes. Those disaffected persons
and opponents of the regime's policies and methods who remain in Guyana
are harshly dealt with by the PNC, the police, strong-arm gangs, and if
necessary by the army, which increased steadily under Burnham to over
five thousand by 1980, almost all being Afro-Guyanese.
As the world recession deepened and local productivity fell,
Guyana's economic decline accelerated, aggravated by the inefficient and
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corrupt parastatal organization and management of its major sectors
(Tennassee 1982, Thomas 1983, Latin America Bureau 1984). Nonetheless,
the WPA founded by Rodney in 1979 has made little headway in mobilizing
and uniting Guyanese workers of East Indian and black race. Even today,
under the intellectual leadership of c.y. Thomas, an economist at the
University of Guyana, its support comes mainly from those Afro-Guyanese
intelligentsia who are dissatisfied with the regime that Burnham established.
As in 1955-56, when Burnham and his associates quit the PPP, so today;
segmental contraposition of East Indians and Afro-Guyanese frustrates the
efforts of dedicated and able leaders to unify workers of differing culture
and racial stock. In consequence the leader and party that represent the
large black Creole segment now control the resources and organs of state,
and use them as they deem fit.
In its systematic and extensive discrimination against East Indians,
Burnham fashioned Guyana after his concept of a model Black Power state
even more fully than Fran<;ois Duvalier did in Haiti, since Burnham's
socialist state, which operates in favor of Afro-Guyanese, subsumes most of
the Guyanese economy. Notwithstanding the differences of form, content
and context in their regimes, the parallels between Burnham and Gairy, and
between both and Duvalier, in their personal styles, methods and aims, are
many and deeply revealing. Notably, as typical Creole hierarchic pluralities, Grenada and Haiti lack the multiracial composition and modally
segmental structure of Guyana and Suriname. Yet, despite formal differences in their regimes, the similar orientations, methods and styles of Gairy,
Burnham and Duvalier identify the sectional composition and hierarchic
order of Creole communities, whether separa te and au tonomous or enclosed
within some larger society, as the generative sources of personalized Black
Power as well as the ideology.
Though Trinidad has so far been more fortunate, in structural
essentials its political development parallels Guyana's. In Trinidad, the
People's National Movement (PNM) has ruled since 1957, having then preempted the votes of the Creole population, and has always enjoyed their
support to defeat East Indian parties and exclude them from power. As in
Guyana, so in Trinidad in 1970, those Black Power leaders who opposed the
PNM failed to mobilize workers of both races, since the island's East Indians
distrusted Creole politicians and their promises, while its black workers
refused to challenge the elite government for fear of disrupting the Creole
political hegemony and facilitating East Indian access to power. Given
Guyana's cultural divisions and racial antagonisms, there was little chance
that the usual processes of civilian politics would remove or replace

Burnham's regime during his lifetime. Whether and how that might
happen under his successors remains to be seen.

JAMAICA,1972-1984
A rather different set of developments occurred in Jamaica following
the general election of 1972, when the People's National Party (PNP) under
Michael Manley, its founder's son, won a landslide victory over the ruling
JLP after a campaign that stressed the country's need for social change.
Manley's book, The Politics of Change, published in 1973, expresses his goals
and perceptions of the country's problems at that time, and the methods by
which he then hoped to fulfil the people's mandate. However, by 1972, and
increasingly thereafter, having attracted several prominent members of the
Black Power movement whose criticisms and protests had borne no fruit in
the late sixties, the PNP had assimilated various Black Power cirientations
and ideas (Ambursley 1983b: 81). Such orientations accorded closely with
the mood and aims of the new PNP government, and with the general
demand for social change and racial redress.
In 1973 the PNP government unilaterally increased its revenues
from bauxite and alumina by a levy, and announced its decision to acquire
majority shares in that industry. In 1974, after Manley'S overtures to the
affluent white and colored elites had borne little fruit and had failed to halt
the flight of capital, the PNP declared its commitment to democratic
socialism, and set out the goals and policies that that implied (PNP 1974).
Having established friendly relations with Cuba and learnt of
South Africa's operations in Angola, in 1975 the PNP government supported Castro's decision to assist Augustino Neto's government in that
country. While visi ting Jamaica shortly after, Henry Kissinger indicated his
government's dissatisfaction with Manley'S stance on that issue. Five
months later, in January 1976, the guerilla war between armed groupsofJ LP
and PNP supporters in Kingston, the capital, escalated abruptly. For
months the violence continued, despite attempts by police, by churchmen,
by other civic leaders, and by the government to halt or reduce it. Other
a pproaches having failed, on June 19th 1976 the PNP government declared
a state of emergency, and shortly afterwards announced its intention of
holding a general election later that year.
In December 1976 the PNP was re-elected on a platform of demo-
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era tic socialism with an increased majority. Until then, the party and
g~vernment had been dominated by leaders drawn primarily from the

mIddle and upper levels of the Creole middle section, which included many
black businessmen, professionals and proprietors. However, by December
1976 its Black Power intelligentsia occupied strategic positions in the party
structure. Thereafter they moved rapidly into parliament, the ministries
and the cabinet, first influencing and then dominating the party organs and
government policies.
By January 1977 the PNP government had to decide how best to
deal with the escalating economic crisis that faced the country as a consequence of its increasing import bills, declining exports, and the inflationary
effects of government policies and excessive expenditure. The government's
early efforts to increase revenues from the bauxite-alumina industry, followed by its initiative in establiShing the International Bauxite Association
of exporting countries, had provoked reactions in Washington, but did not
~~ :erially fulfil their hopes, due primarily to sharp increases in the oil price
Imti~ted m 1973.by OPEC, and to the world economic recession. Lacking
fea~lble alternatIves, after months of agonized debate, the government
declde~ to seek a loan from the International Monetary Fund (IMF), against
the ad VIce ofthe new cadre of Leftist advisers and technicians who had been
recruited from the university and elsewhere by its Black Power members.
Thereafter the influence of these racialized leftists on party counsels, organization and policies increased rapidly until it provoked a bitter
and protracted intra-party struggle between the new militants drawn from
the:ower ~ev~l of the Creole middle section and the old leadership identified
mamly WIth ItS upper strata. Essentially, the emergent new political elite
wanted to adopt and integrate Black Power ideology with Marxist theory
and measures as a guide for political action by the PNP government. In
October 1977 the government failed its first quarterly IMF test, and failed
again the following year, thereby forfeiting claims to further loan disbursements. These developments reactivated and intensified the intraparty struggle of Leftists and Centrists concerning the most appropriate
response to the IMP and other economic pressures from the U.s.A. As the
local economy declined, the PNP 'moderates'lost further ground in their
struggle with the Black Power Leftists, who thereafter dominated the party
and, after a debate that lasted two years, duly replaced the party's 1974
statement on democratic socialism by one closer to their ideas (PNP 1979).
Despite the state of emergency, the guerilla warfare continued in
Kingston with little pause until after June 1977, when the sta te of emergency
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was lifted. The JLP and its allies then stepped up their critique and
campaigns against the PNP's economic and social programs and administration. In response to such pressures, under the influence of its leftists, the
PNP turned increasingly to Cuba for assistance, encouragement and ad vice,
at government and party levels. The Cuban government sent teams to
strengthen the island's medical service and to construct a new secondary
school, and Fidel Castro paid an official visit to Jamaica. Squads of PNP
youth went to Cuba at intervals for training in construction and other skills
as brigadistas.
The U.s. government was understandably disturbed at Jamaica's
increasing dependence on Cuba. Locally the JLP launched a strident anticommunist and anti-Cubancrusade, to which rulingPNP leftists responded
by emphasizing their attachments to Cuba and its Marxist institutions. The
U.S. government supported the JLP campaign against Manley's governmentand steadily increased the number of OA personnelin Jamaica, while
discouraging tourism, the stockpiling of bauxite imports, new American
investments, and proposals that U.s. banks should refinance or reschedule
their Jamaican loans or interest payments. As political violence continued
to rise in Kingston, the police established a plain-clothes squad to eliminate
known and suspected killers, thereby augmenting the slaughter.
Given continued violence and the country's economic collapse, on
March 22nd 1980 Michael Manley announced his government's decision to
hold a general election later that year. Police reports of the numbers killed
in the capital each month that year tell the dark tale of the ensuing campaign.
In January, 33 were killed; in February, 27; in March, when the election was
announced, 24; in April, 48; in May, 52; in June, 80; in July, 133; in August,
54; in September, 64; and in October, the election month, over 94. These
figures refer only to those killed by civilians in the capital. They exclude
those destroyed by fire or killed by the police and army. By comparison
with the calendar year 1979, when 267 were killed by civilians in the capital,
for the first ten months of 1980 the police listed 629, two and a half times the
total of the preceding twelve months (Jamaica 1980). To this we should
perhaps a third of that number to include police and soldiers killed by
gunmen, and civilians killed in this period by the security forces. In 1980,
32 police were killed by civilians, twice the number shot in 1979. From
October 1st 1980 to February 28th 1981 another 253 were killed by civilians
and 149 by police or soldiers (Daily Gleaner 1981). Thus the number killed
in the capital between January 1st and October 30th 1980 certainly exceeded
700. Clearly the Jamaican general election of 1980 included both military
and political campaigns (Manley 1982). Whether the island's young demo-
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cratic institu.tions and traditions will survive that struggle remains obseure
more than SIX years later, even though in 1980 the Jamaica Labour Party
un~er. Edward Seaga had returned to office with the largest electoral
majorIty an~ number of parliamentary seats in the history of Jamaican
general elections.
.

The PNP leadership of 1980, old and new, moderate or Black Power

lefh~t, were greatly surprised by their ?efeat and shocked by its magnitude,
havmg been l~ by the party secretanat, the national executive committee
an~ t~e constituency groups, all of which were then controlled by the
racIahzed ~eft, to ex~t another resounding victory. However, in many
areas, fearmg for their personal safety, PNP constituency workers did less
a~d less house-to-house canvassing as the campaign drew to its close, and
misled the pa.rt~ ~eadquarters by returning optimistic 'guesstimates' of
10c~1 PNP maJorIties. The ~lack Power ideology and leftist policies with
WhICh the PNP had become mcreasingly iden tified since 1977 had alienated
~hat.lar?e portion of the Jamaican electorate committed to parliamentary
I~StItuhons and the two-party system The people feared Communism
dIstrusted Cuba, admired and supported the U.s.A. in its struggle with th~
U.s.S.R., and ~e~nted the leftist racial-political rhetoric and conduct of
~me ~NP. mmisters and political leaders, together with the country's
mcrea~mg I.nvolvement with Cuba and the U.S.S.R. (Stone 1982). The JLP's
landsl~de VlC.t~ry was virtually guaranteed by the culturally inappropriate
~hetonc, pohcles and symbolic gestures of the PNP leadership under the
mfluence of Black Power and racialized Marxism. Notably, rather than join
the P~P before or after 1972 as the shortest route to power, Jamaican
~arxists ~ho refused to confuse race and class remained aloof and orgamzed theIr own party, the Workers' Party of Jamaica (WPJ) (Munroe 1982
1983, Ambursley 1983b: 89-91).
'

Ch?osing t~ forgetthe resounding defeat in 1962 of Millard Johnson's
or to deny its relevance for them, the PNP's racialized
leftists mIstook their own social identities when presenting themselves as
natural leaders of the large black lower section of Jamaican society on
grounds of r~ce an? .color, despite their widely different social, educational
and economIC pOSItIOns. No amount of symbolic gesturing could bridge
tha~ g~p. Indeed the rhetoric and postures of PNP leaders who sought the
ma~onty ~lack vote by such means alienated sufficient numbers of that
SOCial sec~lOn t~ e~sure the JLP victory, despite their general attachment to
democratic socla1tsm and to Michael Manley personalIy.
,

'bl~ck m~n s party

For their part, Seaga, the JLP and their American allies and backers

correctly sensed and fostered these public reactions. On returning to power,
Seaga immediately reopened negotiations with the IMF, restored warm
relations with Washington, and expelled the Cuban ambassador. Nonetheless, despite the long promised support of President Reagan's Caribbean
Basin Initiative (CBD, in July 1984, when this essay was first drafted, the
Jarna ican economy was in very poor shape, and remains so today. Prospects
of early public protests and official repression loom large, and the island's
future is at best ambiguous. When the 'black masses' voted overwhelmingly against the party whose spokesmen had identified themselves'vVith
the racist themes and leftist objectives of Black Power ideology, the commercial sectorofthe two upper sections reasserted its political predominance;
and, despite protests, they have exploited that position with little restraint
from Seaga's government.
Despite official claims to the contrary, the Jamaican economy has
failed to demonstrate the 'deliverance' promised by the JLP in 1980. Unemployment has increased together wi th the costs of basic commodities, while
wages lag far behind. There has been much less foreign investment in the
island than the JLP led voters to expect, and as long as U.S. interest rates are
high, there is little reason to expect much more. Despite approval of
President Reagan's eBI proposal by the U.S. Congress in 1983, economic
conditions had so severely reduced public support for the JLP early that
year that a PNP victory at the next general election seemed likely (Stone
1983). However,followingthe U.S.invasion of Grenada, which the Jamaican
government solicited and which the country supported in visceral reactions
against Marxism and the execution of Bishop by his Marxist opponents,
Seaga stirred the people's deep anti-Communist sentiment, and called a
snap election on December 15th 1983. That election was held on an obsolete
electoral roll despite an agreement made by the parties in 1979, at Seaga's
insistence, that the voters' roll would be updated by a non-party electoral
commission before any future elections, and despite the PNP's refusal to
contest the election on those grounds. In consequence, though not a oneparty state, since December 1983 Jamaica has had a one-party parliament.
Seaga may thus be halfway towards eliminating the multi-party democratic
system which has no place in the East Asian model of economic development he is believed to admire (Berger 1984). The probabilities of early
protests and official repression are obvious; and following PNP victory in
the local government elections of July 1986, extensive use of gun warfare
and terror in the capital and countryside when the next general election is
held in 1988-89 cannot be ruled out.
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3. REVIEW AND ANALYSIS
COMPARISON AND THE FUTURE

The cases revie~ed demon~trat~ that the internal forces that generated, ,oppose,d, and gUided these dlffermg attempts at social change were
rooted m co~d,ltions and ~omponents of the plural structure specific to each
of these soclettes. The mam external conditions and forces that influenced
obstructed and sometimes reversed these processes of social change hav~
recent~~reflecte? ~merican political interests and power. In such segmental
pluraltti:s as Tnmdad, Guyana and Suriname, the political competition of
large raaal and cultural blocs has tended to produce a virtual monopoly of
power, and state resources by representatives of one social segment to the
exclusIOn of others. In such situations when, as in Trinidad, the Creole
se~ent has. a, ~uffici~n,t demographic majority to ensure its political
d~mInance, cIVIlIan ~hhCS of a democratic kind based on multiple parties
w~II nonna~ly prevaIl, the ruling group being drawn mainly from the
~mddle sectIOn ~f th~ Cre.ole hie~archy. However, when the Creole segment
IS a demo,graph~c mmonty, as m Guyana, under civilian rule regimes like
~urnham s are likely as long as they are viable. In such conditions, though
Its leaders a:e drawn from the middle section, the regime will be based on
the predorrunantly black majority of the Creole segment, who will be over~epresen~ed i~ the police and army. Alternately, if the military seize power
In ~uch sl~at~ons, as happened in Suriname, they will nonnally entrench
their dorrunatIOn of the society by recruiting further troops from tha t section
of the Creole segment to which their leaders belong. Thus our da ta indica te
the de~i~ive signif~ca~ce of their demographic and social compositions for
the pohtical orgamzation and development of multiracial segmental Caribbean pluralities.
In aU three multiracial societies the sectional differences and antagonisms of the black majority and ranking elite in the Creole segment are
transparent and decis~ve. In Trinidad, the Black Power protests of 1970, like
the WPA movement In Guyana, sought without success to mobilize and
unify East Indian and black workers against the governing Creole elite.
Both protest movements derived their leadership, inspiration and ideology
from the lower stratum of the middle ranking Creole section, to which the
black intelligentsia belong. However, while the WP A in Guyana is anti-

racist, leaders of the anti-governmen t movement in Trinidad invoked Black
power to mobilize black workers against the Creole elite leaders of the
PNM, and thereby alienated the East Indians, As we have seen, despite
these differences, both appeals were frustrated by the similar structures of
their plural contexts, which obliged the black lower sections of the Creole
segments to stand by their leaders in government in order to prevent the
East Indians, who remained aloof and loyal to their ethnic leaders in both
contexts, from taking power. Unless these states fall under foreign control,
it seems unlikely that the social structures and forces that have so far shaped
their political developments will cease to do so in the near future.
Of the other regimes reviewed, Haiti offers little security threat to
the U.S.A. and little interest to the Soviet bloc, being powerless and
impoverished as the result of nearly two centuries of sectional strife. Under
the Duvalier dynasty, black leaders have stabilized their sectional domination
by new policies and structures, including the tontons macoutes and vodun
cult groups. Whereas forty years ago James Leyburn (1941) saw little
likelihood of future black rulers in Haiti (Nicholls 1979: 190), it seems now
that the dominant blacks have little to fear from the mulatto elite, their old
antagonists; but how long the regime will persist, we cannot say. Since Haiti
enjoys American political protection and is so proximate, it is unlikely to be
troubled by its neighbors, Cuba and the Dominican Republic. Thus in the
near future its political development should reflect interaction between
American interests and the balance of local forces. It is therefore likely that
when no longer viable, the Duvaliers and their regime could be replaced by
other black leaders, presumably with backing from the anned forces and
some mulattoes.
The Jamaican and Grenadian experiences also illustrate the decisive
effects of their plural composition and structures in shaping their political
development, as well as the overriding power of the U.s.A. in the Caribbean.
In both countries the de jure differential incorporation of their colonized
people was finally revoked following mass protests by the black folk
section, under leaders drawn from the active lower margin of the Creole
middle section (M.G. Smith 1965a: 69), such as Bustamante in Jamaica in
1937-39, or from the active upper margin of the folk section, such as Eric
Gairy in Grenada in 1951. In both cases these popular leaders were later
successfully challenged by 0 thers from the middle section whose education,
occupation, cultural background and social experience differed sharply. In
Jamaica initially the political balance and leadership excluded party violence.
Bustamante and his rival, Nonnan Manley, were first cousins and held
power in turns until both retired from politics. But in Grenada, after
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alternating in office with his former lieutenant, Herbert Blaize, who founded
the Grenada National Party, Gairy was attacked more severely by the NJM
and replied with repression, until they seized power by coup.
In Jamaica the two multi-class mass parties created by Manley and
Bustamante sought social change by means of economic development, and
for a time within the West Indian Federationof1957-62. Howeversatisfactory
to those above, neither program materially improved the social and economic
condition of the large lower section, or reduced its cultural and material
disadvantages. Accordingly, beginning with the Rastafari protests of 1960,
the two-party regime was increasingly challenged and criticized by
spokesmen of the disadvantaged 'masses', including Millard Johnson in
1962 and the Black Power intelligentsia of 1968-69, who hailed mainly from
the lower stratum of the Creole middle section. Defeated on the streets by
the police and the JLP in 1968, many of these Black Power advocates later
chose to enter the PNP and campaigned effectively against the JLP in the
election of 1972. Its victory then committed the PNP to improve the social
and economic conditions of the poor, i11-educated Jamaicans who are
overwhelmingly black. During the next few years, Black Power leftists won
control of the PNP from its traditional leaders, whose attitudes and policies
they found inadequate. Increasingly, the government's policies illustrated
its changed orientation; and increasingly the electorate was alienated by the
racism, rhetoric and Marxist/Cuban orientations of the PNP left, which
seemed to confirm JLP allegations and criticisms. Tom by violence and
economically crushed, in October 1980 Jamaica voted massively for Seaga
and the JLP to pu t an end to its political nightmare; but the country's hopes
for recovery have yet to be fulfilled.
In Grenada, having seized power, the NJM proclaimed the People's
Revolutionary Government (PRG) and established friendly relations with
Cuba and the U.s.S.R., while the U.s.A. and nearby Caribbean states lined
up against it. For three years the PRG withstood a diplomatic and political
siege by the U.s. government and made impressive economic and social
advances, with Cuban assistance, despite its straitened situation. To do so,
the NJM generated widespread support and enthusiasm among the people
by rallies and meetings that mobilized popular participation. It also won
the co-operation of businessmen and landowners, despite their differing
commitments and goals, by protecting their interests (Searle 1983, Hart
1984). However, with its predominantly neocolonial economy and nonparliamentary regime, this ambiguous polity did not satisfy those NJM
leaders who were keenly committed to the Marxist-Leninist theory of
society and revolution. In October 1983 that group removed Maurice
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Bishop and his closest associates from the PRG and the NJM, and thus
precipitated the crisis that alienated th~ widespread publi~ support whiC~
Bishop's leadership had won for the regtme, whIleencouragtng the country s
hostile neighbors to invite the U.S. to invade the island in order to eradicate
the rogue PRG and 'restore democracy'.
The conflict between Bishop and the Marxist-Leninist section of the
NJM reflected their differing awareness of the people's wishes and their
concerns for popular interests and support. Though heavily influenced by
personal factors, including rivalry and ambitio~, th~seinvolved fo~u~ated
the conflict as a clash over polIcy and organIzation between pnnclpled
Marxist-Leninists led by Coard, and petit bourgeois pragmatists led by
Bishop. While the Marxist-Leninists, committed to inappropriate theories
and models (Caribbean Review 1983: 14-15,48-58), were indifferent to the
people's needs, Bishop and his supporters also erred in abandoni~g the
democratic institutions and rule oflaw on which the country had rehed for
protection against such violence as Gairy had used in the seventies, and the
Marxists used on October 19th 1983 (Feuer 1983). In these respects, both
Bishop and his Leninist opponents demonstrated the different views of the
Grenadian 'black masses' that reflected their differing sectional identities
and culture, as well as their personalities and ideologies. Thus the tragic
developments of October 1983 in Grenada reveal the political implications
of its plural society and culture with compelling clarity and force. They also
illustrate the U.S. government's concern with Caribbean developments,
and its readiness to intervene against local leftist regimes whenever opportunity allows. It is most unlikely that these U.S. policy orientations will
evaporate tomorrow; but it is also unlikely that the differing structures of
the plural societies in Jamaica, Grenada, Guyana, Suriname, Trinidad and
Hai ti will cease to generate powerful forces for and against social changes
of the differing kinds reviewed above, as long as current conditions persist.
So long as the Cold War continues, and perhaps for some time
thereafter, since neither Cuba nor the U.S.S.R. are likely to abandon either
socialism or one another, and since the U.S.S.R. needs no more Cuba's in the
Caribbean, given the power of the U.S. government, as well as its fears and
hostility to Cuba and Russia, any future attempt to promote social, economic
or political change in the Caribbean basin of which the U.s. government
does not approve, will invite the application of U.S. power to arrest or
reverse it.
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PLURALISM, SmUCIURE AND IDEOLOGY

This review of recent political developments in Haiti Jamaica
Trinidad, Suriname, Grenada and Guyana was undertaken t~ test th~
releva.nc~ o~ ~lural th:ory to Caribbean societies by asking whether and
how slmIlanties and differences of their plural Structures and contents can
accountfor similarities and differences in their recent political developments.
Hen~e, ~aving first. ?istinguished the modally segmental pluralities of
multiraCIal composItion as Guyana, Suriname and Trinidad from such
simpler biraci~l Creole hierarchic pluralities as Haiti, Grenada and Jamaica,
I sk~~ched thel: common geopolitical situation and summarized their recent
polItIcal expenences, paying special attention to endogenous pressures and
moveme~ts for social, economic and political change, on the assumption
that the dIverse nature, objectives and outcomes of those movements and
programs should provide excellent material with which to test the relevance
and validi~ of ~lu~al and other theories of Caribbean society. Though five
of these S.lX socletie~ became. poIitica~ly independent during the period
~nder reView, they did so at dIfferent times and by different routes, and all
SIX were. swept?~ endogenous cultural forces to seek radical Changes in the
economIC con?ltion ~n.d/or. ~ial status of their large black populations.
However: whl~~ exphCIt racIal Ideologies stimulated those political developments 10 HaIh, Gren.ada a.n~ Jamaica under Duvalier, Bishop and Michael
Manley,. they f~ll flat 10 Tnmdad, Guyana and Suriname, despite Creole
predorrunance 10 all those countries. Though the illegitimate regimes of
Burnham and Boute~seden.'0nstrate and pursue black political dominance,
t~ey ~ve done so "':Ithout Ideologies of Black Power, Rastafari or noirisme,
S10ce 10 both countnes the blacks are numerical minorities. By contrast in
T~nid~d: wh~re black and colored Creoles together consti tu te the majority,
Enc WIllIams PNM g?vernment withstood the direct challenge of Black
Po,":"er leaders who va10ly sought to mobilize the black population against
theIr rule.
Like the PNP and JLP governments of Jamaica from 1955 to 1972
the PNM under Eric Williams sought social change through economi~
de~el?pment: .All three. p~~ties and t~eir governments accordingly let the
baSIC ~nequa~Ities and dIVISIOns of their societies persist with little change,
and dI~pp.01.nted the hopes and expectations of their chief supporters, the
I?rs:e dIspnvIleged black population who had looked to them for substantI~IImprovements in their situation. Under these conditions, racist ideologtes :merged as base,S for politic~I critiques and alternative programs, and
flounshed, whether Imported, hke Black Power doctrines, or locally gen-
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erated like Garveyism and the Rastafari religion. Those ideologies intensified and focussed popular demands for change, and helped to bring the
PNP to power in Jamaica in 1972. However, in Trinidad, where a large East
Indian population confronted the dominant Creoles, the black lower section
of that segment could not mobilize against the governing Creole elite
without the risk of bringing the East Indian segment to power. Being more
opposed to the Indian community than to the elite PNM leaders at whom
the Black Power protests were directed, in 1969-70, as before and since, most
black Trinidadians remained loyal to Eric Williams and the PNM and, like
the East Indians, ignored Black Power appeals.
Since Creoles are demographic minorities in Guyana and Suriname,
their structural contexts excluded public adoption of Black Power ideologies by Burnham or Bouterse. Both leaders were thus free to pursue
whatever goals they wished, without either threatening or mobilizing East
Indians and other ethnic blocs to oppose them, or inviting charges of
racialism and inconsistency. Nonetheless, in differing ways, Burnham and
Bouterse have both pursued and established Black Power, Burnham the
more ambitiously and successfully.
Though actively canvassed by Black Power advocates, the segmental
structures and multiracial compositionsofTrinidad, Guyana and Suriname
precluded adoption of that ideology by their black governments and
national leaders, without preventing the latter from pursuing similar goals
by methods of their own. In contrast, the hierarchic structure of such
biracial pluralities as Haiti, Grenada and Jamaica, all of which combine
large subordinate black sections with small colored and/or white elites,
virtually ensured the overt adoption and pursuit of such ideologies and
policies by their political leaders and governments. Of those movements,
only Manley's government in Jamaica continued to uphold the rule of law
and electoral conditions of political democracy; and, as related above that
government was removed by those means. In Haiti, Fran~ois Duvalier and
in Grenada the NJM replaced the preceding 'democracy' and 'rule of law' by
arbitrary and unconstitu tional regimes in order to retain power without
open challenge, much as Bouterse and Burnham havedone in Suriname and
Guyana. Although internal conflicts over their organization, leadership,
methods and objectives finally led to the fall of the PRG and NJM in
Grenada, Fran<;ois Duvalier survived several assaults from the margins on
his regime, which became dynastic on his son's succession and which only
fell formally when abandoned by the tontons macoutes, the army and the
U.S.A. in the face of great public protest.
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Thus, while the segmental structures of multiracial Caribbean
societies preclude open adoption of Black Power goals and methods by their
Creole governments and political leaders in times of peace, the hierarchic
structures of biracial Creole pluralities generate these ideologies and seem
to require them at this phase of their development. However, in hierarchic
pluralities that maintain parliamentary democracy and the rule of law, as
the failure of Millard Johnson's PPP in Jamaica demonstrated in 1962, racist
political programs will not succeed unless experience has convinced the
people that no other policies will address their needs. In such conditions,
to win support, racist doctrine must either be fused with other appropriate
ideolOgies such as socialism or Marxism, or it must adopt a religious form
such as Rastafari, since it depends on popular desperation for success.
Perhaps these conditions explain why in Caribbean societies Black Power
advocates have adopted and racialized Marxist theory by equating race
with economic class and racial protest with class revolution. To avoid such
confusions, other Marxists have refused to accept these false equations,
knowing that the different classes in these societies are racially mixed, and
that people of the same race are members of different classes.
In Haiti during and after the American occupation the rigid castelike divisions between the mulatto elite and the black majority deepened
with the emergence of an urban black middle class, whom the traditional
mulatto elite refused to treat as equals. Such mulatto exclusiveness merely
renewed black antagonism, and intensified the sectional struggle for political
dominance that had begun with Toussaint and Rigaud. In Haiti the
subordinate black majority possessed a vigorous folk culture, rich in such
African themes and elements as the vodun cult and secret societies, the
Creole language, folklore, cuisine, community organization, land tenure,
mating and family and soon, all of which the mulatto eliteopenlydenigrated,
having identified themselves and the country with French culture, language
and institutions. Under these conditions, the primary emphasis of Franc;ois
Duvalier'snoirismeon the value and unique richness of Haiti's black cultural
heritage is easy to understand, together with his proclaimed intention to
promote and protect the institutions of that culture in the state.
Though Duvalier belonged to the new black middle class of Portau-Prince, in developing the ideology of noirisme, he avoided the complex
problems of Haitian economy, including the great economic differences
between his class and the black majority, their economic prospects, and his
programs for their improvement. It is possible that while aware of the vast
economic differences between Haitian classes, Duvalier down played these
issues because as a leading member of the relatively prosperous black urban
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elite, he needed support from them as well as the black proletariat and
peasantry. It seems, however, that, as he conceived and formulated it,
noirisme was an essentially cultural doctrine, and not an economic one.
Duvalier identified the noirisme common to all Haitian blacks by the Creole
language and the institutions of vodun, kinship, mating and familyorganization, by their shared history and folklore, by their common concepts of
gender, division of labor by sex, peasant economy, and subsistence activities.
Thus for him the essence of blackness, noirisme, was primarily cultural
rather than physical; and in his ideology, differences of economic status or
condition had far less significance than shared black racial and cultural
identities.
In the Jamaica of his youth, with its long history as a British colony,
its large black population and minute black middle class, Marcus Garvey
greatly resented the prevailing structure of racial inequality and subordination of blacks to whites and their colored supporters. However, lacking
a folk culture as rich in African traits as that of Haiti, Garvey took the facts
of racial difference, exploitation and pride on which to base his teaching.
Given the then unchallengeable political, economic and cultural dominance
of whites in Jamaica and the U.S.A., to preserve and strengthen black racial
pride, Garvey urged his people to organize and work together resolutely for
that cause, by segregating themselves socially and physically from the
dominant whites, and by preparing to return to Africa as soon as possible.
Garvey's teaching was perhaps racist in the sense that he called on
blacks to maintain pride of race by their individual and collective efforts,
and to withdraw from all contexts of servitude to people of other racial
stocks. But Garvey did not proclaim the superiority of blacks to other races,
and thus avoided those themes that are most widely associated with racist
doctrine and racialist practice.
In Jamaica, Garvey's message gave birth to the religion of Rastafari
even before he left the island for the last time (Smith, Augier and Nettleford
1960). In essence, that religion prescribed the spiritual and social withdrawal
of its believers from the society of 'Babylon' around them, and prophesied
their 'repatriation' to Africa/Ethiopia by the power of its Emperor Haile
Selassie, the returned Messiah. However, unlike Garvey's teaching, Rastafari
doctrine affirmed the innate superiority of blacks and claimed that that is
most manifest in those it had redeemed by conversion from the snares and
delusions of Babylon.
From these Garveyite beginnings different varieties of black ideology
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developed in Jamaica and the U.S.A. For example, after the arrest and
apparent failure of the U.S. movement for black civil rights led by Martin
Luther King, Stokely Carmichael's insistence on the necessity of Black
Power simply revived Garvey's insistence on black separation from white
society in distinct communities with their own institutions. Carmichael
himself was a U.s. citizen of Trinidad origin. In Jamaica, WaIter Rodney's
colleagues and others of the Abeng group developed their own versions of
Black Power ideology to legitimate black domination of that island and
other Caribbean societies, reserving to themselves the right to decide who
were or were not black. Following Carmichael, Rodney (1969: 31) classified
Fidel Castro as black on the basis of his political views and actions rather
than ancestry or phenotype. The way was thus open for advocates of Black
Power doctrine to assimilate freely from Marxism, socialism and other
social theories whatever their spokesmen deemed appropriate, given their
specific political and economic contexts. Thus, when in 1968 the ILP
government defeated the Black Power challenge in Jamaica, some Black
Power advocates entered the PNP as activists. Since they could combine
their racial appeals with Marxist concepts and theory freely and variably in
different situations, as we have seen they rapidly increased their influence
in the party. Like noirisme, the differing Caribbean varieties and manifestations of Black Power can only be fully understood within the specific
plural contexts that generated and shaped them. Likewise, the particular
form and content of their Black Power commitments and the differing
personal regimes and practices of Gairy, Bouterse and Burnham are fully
intelligible only within their specific plural milieux.
Forexarnple, in 1951 when Gairy organized and led the first general
strike in Grenada's history, created its first trade union for agricultural
workers, its first mass political party, and then swept the polls in the
country's first general election based on ad ult su ffrage, members of aJI social
sections, white, brown and black, recognized that an era was over. By these
processes Gairy mobilized and motivated the previously inert and inarticulate black majority of the island's people to challenge and overthrow its
historic white domination. Thus from the beginning, Gairy personified and
manifested black power to his followers, to his opponents, to the colonial
administration,and to himself(M.G. Smith 1965a: 262-303). Thesecongruent
sectional perceptions gave Gairy's leadership the charismatic status and
qualities that enabled him to personalize and translate it into status and
wealth by questionable means. In doing so, despite periodic setbacks by the
colonial administration, and without adopting any ideology except
Rosicrucianism, Gairy retained the loyalty of most Grenadian black folk
and remained without serious challenge until May 1970, when the Black
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power demonstration against his rule that Bishop led in St. George's
initiated the policy of systematic repression he pursued until the end.
Although Black Power asserts the right of blacks to control the
communities or societies to which they belong in order to exclude their
exploitation by others, like Duvalier's noirisme, it says very little about the
differential distribution of wealth and power among blacks, or about the
exploitation of blacks by blacks under present or future conditions. On
these subjects, despite their religious orientations, the Rastafari Brethren are
more perceptive, having distinguished and condemned 'black and white
oppressors', Thus, insofar as the Black Power movement in Jamaica strove
to improve the material and political conditions of its disprivileged black
population without explicitly recognizing the role of 'black oppressors' in
promoting and upholding black explOitation, it was ei therdevious or n~i.ve.
In Trinidad the Black Power 'revolt' against the PNM government exphcItly
charged the latter with such roles and responsibilities; and in Grenada,
similar Black Power critiques of Gairy and his regime generated the NJM
and legitimated its coup. In Guyana, by contrast, Walter Rodney, though
originally a leading Black Power spokesman, for structural reasons could
not base his opposition to Burnham's regime on race, and founded the WPA
instead, seeking thereby to mobilize both the East Indian and the AfroGuyanese segments of the country's working class. Clearly, if Black Power
legitimates the exploitation of blacks by blacks, it has less ground for
condemning the exploitation of blacks by others. Yet if Black Power
explicitly or otherwise seeks to equalize the life situations and opportunities
of blacks, whether within exclusive communities or in mixed milieux, its
orientations are implicitly egalitarian and socialist, and its advocates must
then give equally close attention to socialist literature and to the social and
economic conditions of their communities.
By contrast, noirisme implicitly accorded legitimacy to black oppressors as well as black sufferers, provided only that all were equally
committed to promote and sustain black culture and uphold its central
institutions. In these respects, Fran<;ois Duvalierperhaps displayed a better
understanding of local conditions than did Millard Johnson, the Rastafari,
or the Black Power ideologues of Jamaica and Trinidad, who perhaps
sought by that ideology to establish and legitimate themselves as new
ruling elites, as Bishop and the NJM did in Grenada.
In their commonalities the diverse versions and applications of
black racist ideology that have structured political developments in differing
Caribbean countries over the last four decades reflect those sociocultural
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conditions that are common to these plural societies, while their differences
reflect the specific differences of their plural structures and historical
contexts. The comparative analysis of political developments in these
countries since World War II convincingly demonstrates the appropriateness of plural theory to Caribbean societies.

4. ALTERNATIVE THEORETICAL EXPLANATIONS
Besides the plural approach to Caribbean societies a number of
theories or models may be invoked, separately or together, to account for
some or all of the developments and sequences outlined above. Of these,
besides structural-functionalism, and modernization and development
theory, the most influential are economic in emphasis and either conceive
Caribbean countries as required by Marxist theory, asthe plantationsystems
that historically provided their economic base, or as shaped by their
dependency on metropolitan centers of the capitalist world system. Unfortunately I do not know of any systematic attempt to see whether recent
developments in Caribbean Creole societies confirm any of these theories.
Thus to evaluate the relative capacities of other theories of Caribbean
society besides pluralism to account consistently, coherently and cogently
for these societally distinctive experiences of political protest, I shall have to
construct and consider the interpretations they provide for the case histories related above.
As dependency and world system perspectives overlap closely,
their contributions to understanding the case histories related above are
best taken together, with due attention to their differences. For present
purposes these latter can be stated briefly. While dependency relations
need not presuppose a world capitalist system, the latter does entail
hierarchies of that kind. Moreover, while contemporary dependency
relations can be studied with little attention to history, for plausibility and
relevance the idea of a world capitalist systemdependson detailed historical
documentation of its emergence.
To begin with we may ask how do the divergent developments of
these countries derive either from the dependency relations that differentiate them, or from their diverse places in the contemporary world capitalist
system? To rephrase the question, how may world system or dependency
theory 'explain' or account for these divergent developments, their geneses,

forms and contents?
Throughout the period reviewed all the societies we have considered were heavily dependent politically, economically and culturally on
their imperial masters and on other centers of capitalism. Even Haiti was
bound to France by heavy indemnities for French losses in the revolution,
and by bonds of French Catholicism, language, law and cultural history.
Differences in the kind and degree of dependency between the other
colonial countries were more dearly political than economic, and found
expression in their differing political histories, levels of auton~my and
progress to independence, since as colonies all depended economIcally o~
their imperial masters for capital, credit, markets, technology and orgamzation. However, during their colonial phase the governments of Grenada
and Suriname needed annual subsidies from Britain and Holland respectively in order to balance their budgets and finance their administrations.
To that extent their political and economic dependency dearly exceeded
that of Jamaica, Guyana or Trinidad.
Given their greater economic and political dependency, it could be
argued by dependency and world system theorists that Grenada and
Suriname were more heavily subject to imperial control than Guyana,
Jamaica and Trinidad, and were therefore more liable to violent or revolutionary upheavals, since their constant need for budget subsidies reduced
their ability to undertake the kind of programs that protected the other
countries from their 'revolutions' . Yet what did the 'revolutions' in Suriname
and Grenada involve? Abrupt and forceful seizures of power by small
closed groups occurred in both cases, military in the ~ne, civilian in t~e
other. Thereafter the new rulers exercised power WIthout free pubhc
participationibutwhereasinGrenadatheNJManditsPRGwer~ideologic~lly
committed and explicitly tried to transform the local SOCIety, nothmg
similar can be said of Bouterse or the NMC in Suriname. In any event, to
attribute the coups in Grenada and Suriname to their greater degree of
political and economic dependency on imperial finance ignores the fact that
both countries had achieved their political independence prior to those
coups, each of which arose at short notice in response to political and
administrative developments that were wholly local in their genesis and
significance.
World system and dependency theory cannot explain why Black
Powerpolides have been pursued, effectively though covertly, in Suriname
by the military regime, and in Guyana by the civilian regime of Burnham's
PNC, to the disadvantage of East Indians and other groups in both coun-
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trie~ .. Nei~er can t~~ir levels of dependency account for the differing
pohhcal regImes, pohoesand developments of Guyana and Trinidad, both
countries having similar racial compositions but significantly different
~emo~aphic.ratios, and both having republicanized their regimes, though
In radIcally different ways, and nationalized their mineral resources.

Though Grenada ceased to receive British subsidies at independence in 1974, it continued to remain econOmically dependent on Britain,
Canada and the U.S.A. for trade, aid and investment. Its position in the
world capitalist system and as regards dependency in 1979 was therefore as
similar to Jamaica's as its racial composition. However, while Gairy
personified and pursued an arbitrary mode of Black Power from 1974, the
NJM regime and rule that replaced him in 1979 differed radically. That
contrast, like the coup, owes nothing to Grenada's position in the world
system or to its dependency relations, which changed from 1974 to 1979 as
a result of local developments.
As we have seen, both the NJM in Grenada and the PNP in Jamaica
adopted some basic Black Power policies and goals, and tried to promote
social change by implementing them. However, while the PNP took power
i~ Jamai~a in 1972 and lost it in 1980 by general elections which, though
VIolent, Involved extensive public participation, in Grenada the NJM won
and lost power by violent and unconstitutional means with minimal public
participation. Oearly those differences are neither due to the dependency
relations of these countries nor to their places in the world capitalist system,
but to their differences of political leadership and organization.
Can world system or dependency theory account for political
developments in Haiti from 1935 to July 1984 and beyond, given Haiti's
marginal relations with metropolitan capitalism and its long experience of
increasing poverty? Of all the countries we have discussed, Haiti remains,
as it has been for nearly two centuries, the least dependent economically or
politically on metropolitan centers of the world system. Though its society
and culture bear witness to Haiti's history as a former sugar colony of
Bo~r~n France, neither its social structure nor its recent ideological and
polItIcal development can be derived from contemporary dependency
relations. The genesis of noirisme owes nothing to exogenous economic or
political factors. Even Aime Cesaire's concept of negritude, with which it is
linked, derived from the pioneer studies of the Haitian ethnologist, PriceMars (1928). The political triumph of noirisme under Fran.;ois Duvalier
increased the country's cultural independence, and its institutionalization
via the tontons macoutes enhanced the state's autonomy at the expense of
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human rights. However, precisely in that situation, Haiti attracted the
AmericanpoliticalsupportandinvestmentsonwhichJean-ClaudeDuvalier's
government relied increasingly until, in response to public protest, the
United States acted to displace the dictator while preserving elements of his
regime, despite popular demand for their removal. Clearly, the public
protests that repudiated the Duvaliers had their roots in local reactions to
the regime and its repression long before the U.S. became its patron and
financial support. These Haitian developments seem almost the opposite
of expectations based on dependency and world system theory.
As these cases show, despite their significance, neither world
system nor dependency theory consistently and convincingly accounts for
recent ideological and political developments in the Creole Caribbean. As
bases for detailed explanations of such specific developments, world system and dependency theories are severely restricted by their generality, by
their exclusive focus on center / periphery relations,and by their inadequate
attention to those local structures and conditions that normally determine
the nature and course of social and cultural developments in any country.
The same kind of criticism holds for analyses based on the idea that
the organization and development of contemporary Caribbean societies are
determined by their origins as plantation systems. Though all these
countries were historically organized as plantation societies, they have
differed then and since in kind and degree as examples of the type. Of the
set, during the eighteenth-century heyday of Caribbean sugar and slavery,
St. Domingue and Jamaica were the most fully developed plantation
societies, while Trinidad and Grenada were least so, and Suriname and
Guyana, with their similar ecological condi tions and large forested interiors
fen between. However, while slave revolts in Jamaica, Grenada, Guyana
and Suriname were rapidly suppressed, the plantation society of 51.
Domingue was destroyed by the Haitian revolution of 1792-1804. As in
Haiti after that revolution, so in Jamaica, Guyana, Suriname, Grenada and
Trinidad, following emancipation, black peasantries emerged, but the
plantation systems of Guyana, Trinidad and Suriname were maintained
and extended by massive imports of indentured labor from India and other
Far Eastern countries. By then although the plantation sectors of Jamaica
and Grenada had contracted sharply, planter interests still dominated their
polities. However, while Haiti in 1900 was a peasant society without
plantations, and whiIecocoa and nu tmeg estates replaced sugar plantations
in Grenada, Jamaica then combined plantation and peasant economies
almost equally, although favoring the former. Thus at that date Trinidad,
Suriname and Guyana most closely represented the plantation model,
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despi te their Afro-Caribbean peasantries, mineral assets, and other resources.
By 1935 there was only one sugar plantation and factory in Grenada,
all others having been converted to cocoa and nutmeg estates on which
large numbers of peasant-workers lived in diffuse relations with the ownermanagers. Thanks largely to those quasi-familial reciprocities, Grenada
escaped the labor disturbances of 1937-38 that shook Guyana, Trinidad,
Jamaica and Barbados; but having subsequently dismantled those relations,
by 1950-51 Grenada's planters saw their estate workers unite under Gairy
to strike for better wages and working conditions (M .G. Smi th 1963, 1965a:
267-271,280-287). By then, although plantations accounted for most of the
agricultural wage labor in Trinidad, Guyana, Suriname and Jamaica, some
economic diversification had occurred in all four countries, whether through
tourism, mineral extraction, forestry, manufacturing, or peasant production
of such export crops as bananas, coffee, cocoa, pimento and rice. Viewed
abstractly, of these societies, by 1940 Suriname and Guyana best illustrated
the model plantation society in structure and substance, followed by
Trinidad and then Jamaica. After the Changes that accompanied the
conversion of its estates from cane to cocoa and nutmeg, only metaphorically could Grenada be called a plantation society, though that has often
been done. Haiti, of course, had abandoned the plantation model after the
fall of Henri Christophe. Accordingly, if the relative size and dominance of
their plantation sectors determine the political, cultural and other developments of these societies, those developments should be most similar in
Suriname and Guyana, followed by Trinidad and Jamaica. If Grenada in
this period is regarded as a plantation society, then its development should
most closely resemble Jamaica's. However, we can make no inferences from
plantation theory about Haiti's developments during these decades.
As we have seen, political movements animated by Garvey's
teaching or by Rastafarian and Black Power doctrines tried to reorient
society in Jamaica. In Grenada also Black Power ideology generated the
NJM. In Jamaica, despite much violence, under Manley the search for
change proceeded constitutionally, in Grenada by coup and Marxist party
dictatorship. When in power both the PNP and the NJM governments
justified their policies by populist and socialist appeals; but while the PNP,
proceeding constitutionally, nationalized Jamaica'sbauxite resources,sugar
estates, a leading bank, and set up a State Trading Corporation to control
basic imports of food, drugs and building materials, in Grenada the NJM,
despite their rejection of legal and constitutional restraints, having confiscated Gairy's land holdings, left the island's neocolonial economy almost
unChanged and concentrated on developing the army and people's militia.

In its military and economic policies as well as its constitutional
status and legal practices, the NJM regime in Grenada resembled that of
Bouterse in Suriname more closely than the PNP government in Jamaica.
However, while the NJM leaders initially advocated Black Power and later
upheld socialism, in a very different social context Bouterse set up and
practised his own version of Black Power and relied On Marxist ministers
and Cuban support without overtly advocating either Black Power or
~ialism.. Ther~ is also an i~portant difference between the NJM party
dIctatorShip WhICh destroyed Itself by destroying its leader, and the military regime in Suriname, dependent wholly on the arbitrary will of the
ru thless sergeant-major who set it up. Despite these differences, it is clear
that Grenada's development resembles Suriname's more closely than
Jamaica's, though according to the logic of plantation theory, that should
not be the case, the difference between Grenada and Suriname as plantation
societies being much greater than that between Grenada and Jamaica.
Given their similarity as plantation societies, if such conditions
regulated their development, we should expect developments in Guyana
and Suriname to correspond most closely, followed by those of either
country and Trinidad. In certain respects these expectations are fulfilled.
Both Suriname after its coup in 1980 and Guyana after the constitutional
frauds of 1968, 1970 and 1980 have had illegitimate regimes, and in both
countries the regime and government have depended on the arbitrary will
of a single despotic leader. Like Suriname, Guyana has also expanded its
army.and created a people's militia, both forces, like the state police, being
overfIlled by black recruits. Likewise, in both countries while the governments of Burnham and Bouterse clearly pursue Black Power goals, neither
pro~l~ims ~ha~ ideology, and the PNC in Guyana justifies its policies by
SOCIalIst pnnClples. However, unlike Suriname, Guyana still has an independent and vigorous trade union movement and maintains the facade of
plural democracy. The civilian government of Guyana also differs from
Suriname's military regime in having nationalized almost all major assets
that w~re formerly in ~oreign hands, such as bauxite, public utilities, sugar
plantations and factOrIes, and Bookers' commercial interests, and administers these through statutory corporations predominan tIy led and staffed by
Afro-Guyanese.
In these respects Guyana's practice more closely resembles that of
Trinidad than that of Suriname; but unlike Guyana, the regime and government of Trinidad are de facto as well as de jure legitimate and constitutional, and its political democracy and law are valid and free. Both countries
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now have republican regimes, but while Trinidad has a ceremonial presidency, that created by Burnham in Guyana wields a truly unaccountable
power. While the PNM government in Trinidad has pursued various
policies that have consolidated Creole support behind it, in 1970 when they
challenged the PNM's mandate, the local advocates of Black Power failed to
secure widespread support. In each country the recent loss of its leader and
founding father has revealed the fragility of Mro-Creole hegemony; but
while Trin:dad remains structurally committed to constitutional government, Guyana faces the problem of restoring life to its hollow constitutional
forms.
The similar and differing developments of Guyana and Trinidad
over these decades are no more due to their similarities and differences as
plantation societies than are those of Trinidad and Suriname, whose development differs more sharply, even though Trinidad as a plantation
society differs equally from the two mainland countries.
More might be said concerning the inability of plantation theory to
account convincingly and consistently for the similar or diverse developments of these countries over the past fifty years, but it seems obvious that
the freedom ofleaders and people in Haiti, Jamaica and Grenada to support
and implement ideologies of noirisme, Rastafari and/or Black Power assumes and reflects the local absence of racial blocs of comparable size to
contesttheir national validity. By contrast, Trinidad, Suriname and Guyana
all have sufficiently large East Indian populations to inhibit and exclude the
public adoption of such political ideologies by their leaders. That is not
because of their similarities as plantation societies or their similar dependencyrelations, but is a direct effect of their similar mul tiracial compositions
and segmental structures, all alike largely due to their similar political and
economic histories over the last two centuries. The converse holds equally.
Absence oflarge East Indian populations in contemporary Grenada, Jamaica
and Haiti encourages and facilitates the adoption by political leaders 0 fsuch
racist ideologies as Black Power or noirisme, given their popular appeal.
Such developments are clearly less attributable to the similar dependency
relations or plantation systems of those societies today than to their racial
compositions and social structures as hierarchic pluralities, which can be
traced historically to those conditions more than a century ago that discouraged, and in Haiti precluded, the importation of large numbers of indentured workers from India or Java, thereby preserving the modally biracial
composition of the plural societies created by European colonization and
African slavery. Though more useful for comparative study of Caribbean
societies than dependency theory and the world system, the theory of
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plantation society does not provide an adequate explanation of their
diverse recent developments.
As a dynamic general theory of human society at all levels of
development and in situations of all kinds, Marxism is often invoked to
'explain' recent developments in Caribbean societies and to predict their
future. Marxism claims to explain the emergence, spread and decline of
popular cults and ideologies such as Rastafari, noirisme or Black Power by
reference to the economic positions and interests within the class structure
of their advocates and creators. According to Marxist theory, the class
structure of a society derives from the diverse relations of its people to the
means and mode of production, which are held to determine its form and
content. According to Marx, society develops as its mode or modes of
production evolve to resolve or reduce various obstacles and contradictions
that beset economic production. At any moment an economy contains two
or more modes of production, one of which is normally dominant while the
others are emergent or in decline. Together these modes of production
determine the social formation or structure, of which the class structure is
the most important aspect. Thus to account for recent ideological and
political developments in these Caribbean societies, Marxism asks firstly,
what are their current and recent modes of production? Secondly, are the
relations of these modes of production similar or different in these societies?
Thirdly, what classes and class relations constitute their social formations?
Fourthly, how similar or different are the class structures and relations in
these societies?
To some extent, in reviewing their recent developments and discussing the degrees to which these societies approximated the plantation
model over the past fifty years, we have allusively indicated various
features of their class structures. For example, since 1935 Hai Han society has
included, besides the old merchant class of mulattoes and Lebanese, an
urban petite bourgeoisie engaged in the professions, civil and military bureaucracies of career personnel, peasants, fishermen and petty commodity
producers, an urban proletariat, and increasing numbers of landless and
unemployed people, many of whom have emigrated, illicitly or otherwise,
while others, drifting daily to the capital and other cities, become in due
course lumpenproletariat. Besides landlordism expressed in exploitive tenancies, metayage, peasant and small scale commodity production for nearby
markets, the Haitian economy included commission agencies, mercantile
capitalism, a professional service sector centered in towns, and the civil,
military and police services. Though preferred by Marxists, such a list gives
no basis for anticipating or understanding the meaning and relevance of
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noirisme, much less its genesis and political implications under Fran<;;ois
Duvalier. The racial composition and socio-cultural conflicts of Haiti which
together account for Duvalier's noirisme and success are either omitted in
Marxist accounts or they are treated as less significant, being in essence
uneconomic, than the complex of economic forces and relations in which
Marxists find the root and core of the political drama.
Since the theory 'explains' social structure and processes as effects
of economic determinants, Marxist sketches of other Caribbean societies
closely resemble that just given for Haiti in their exclusive focus on the
forces and relations of production and associated class structure as the
necessary and sufficient bases for causal explanation of their social structures and development (v., Jacobs and Jacobs 1979). Such descriptions
inevitably relegate differences of race, ethnicity, language and culture to the
sidelines as forms of false consciousness whose economic contexts and
bases determine their genesis, meaning and functions. However, as we
have seen, as an ideology and political program, noirisme treated economic
relations with indifference and despite their socialist postures, neither did
Bouterse's military dictatorship nor Bishop's civilian dictatorship, though
perhaps equally animated by Black Power ideals, take significant steps to
transform the economies and modes of production of Suriname and Grenada,
nor did they significantly improve the economic situation of black workers.
By contrast, Forbes Burnham in Guyana, while proclaiming Co-operative
Socialism rather than Black Power, institutionalized the latter so profoundly
in his regime that its elimination may not be possible without severe conflict
and widespread upheaval.
Like Guyana, Suriname and Trinidad illustrate the inadequacy of
Marxist analyses of Caribbean societies, since in all three societies, classes
defined by their differing relations to the means of production are racially
fragmented. In consequence, different class fragments or 'fractions' of
common race are bound together in solid political blocs against opposing
multi-class blocs of different race, thus demonstrating, contra Marx, the
secondary roles of economic factors and class relations in the lives of these
people and their societies.
As we have seen, Rastafarian doctrine asserts the value ofblackness
without giving special emphasis to economic relations or change; and so do
some versions of Black Power. Yet the rejection of Black Power and similar
ideologies by the PNM and Trinidad people, like the public reticence of
Forbes Burnham and Bouterse on this matter, can with no more validity be
attributed to the class structure of their societies than can Gairy's conduct
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and regime, or the public adoption of various Black Power goals and
policies by the PNP in Jamaica and the NJM in Grenada, and their rejections
by the Jamaican people in October 1980 and by the NJM's Marxists in 1983.
As regards their class structure, modes of production, political
history and culture, in 1970 Trinidad and Guyana were most alike. In both
countries the government's official aloofness from Black Power doctrine
was paralleled by similar programs to recover their major economic assets
from foreign owners for the state and the people. Within a few years both
countries became republics. However, while the Guyanese regime, though
de jure constitutional, was in fact illegitimate and brooked little local opposition, that of Trinidad was both legitimate and constitutional in fact as
well as law. Neither can their modes of production account for the formal
similarities of these regimes nor for their radically different substance and
operations. Nor can various similar and differing developments in Grenada
and Jamaica during the last forty years be convincingly attributed to
similarities and differences in their class structures and modes of production, both of which were considerably more developed and complex in
Jamaica. We are therefore obliged to conclude that, whatever its merit and
relevance elsewhere, Marxist theory provides little basis for a detailed
understanding of recent developments in Caribbean sodeties, being too
general in its scope and too economic in its emphasis to give adequate
weight and detailed attention to those non-economic attributes, relations
and conditions that are so important to Caribbean people.
According to structural-functional theory Caribbean societies are
consensual normative systems based on generally shared common beliefs,
norms and values (Braithwaite 1960, RT. Smith 1967, 1971). Their norms
include such institutions as the rule of law, constitutionality and parliamentary government, political parties, free and peaceful elections, independent judiciaries, freedom of the media to discuss public issues and
freedom of dtizens to take peaceful political action. It is often asserted by
exponents of this theory that developments such as those reviewed above
are functional responses of social structures to the changing conditions and
contexts in which they arise, and that they normally serve, whatever their
content, to enhance the solidarity, consensus and integration of their
society. Structural-functional theories of 'modernization' and economic
development are particularly prone to reach such conclusions.
Such doctrines seem strangely inappropriate when applied to Desi
Bouterse's regime and policies in Suriname, to Burnham's acquisition and
use of power in Guyana, to the rise and fall of Maurice Bishop and the NJM
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in Grenada, or to the long violence that savaged Jamaica in the seventies and
escalated into urban guerilla warfare at general elections. Neither, given the
abuses attributed to Duvalier's security forces and tontons macoutes or to
Gairy's police and Mongoose Gang, is i t easy to believe tha t their operations
demonstrated or enhanced the normative consensus, functional integration
and social solidarity of Haiti and Grenada.
Such indices as the per caput GDP and its distribution, foreign
exchange account, labor force employment, migration and investment
figures, literacy, crime rates and poverty scarcely demonstrate that the PNP
administration of Jamaica from 1974 to 1980 was 'positively functional' for
the society or enhanced its consensus, solidarity and integration; and the
same can be said of the governments of Burnham in Guyana and JeanClaude DuvaIier in Hai ti from 1976 on. Such sta tements should not be taken
to mean that preceding or succeeding regimes performed much better. To
interpret both the seizure and retention of power in Suriname by the army
and the failure of the mutiny in Trinidad's army in February 1970 as
positively 'functional' simply indicates that structural-functionalism retrospectively accords positive values to developments of opposite kinds,
irrespectiveof their nature, source, purpose and context. Morediscriminating
analyses presuppose the use of procedures and criteria that can identify all
effects of any social process or event and measure their diverse implications
for the society and its development. Unless such analyses are objective and
comprehensive, the theory that informs them can shed little light on the
genesis, dynamics, nature and outcomes of those ideological and political
developments that have reoriented and transformed these Caribbean societies during the period under review. By such criteria, of all the theoretical
frameworks that claim to illuminate Caribbean SOciety, structural-functionalism perhaps provides least insight into the dynamics that underlie
and generate their social development.
'Modernization' theory is a specialized application of structuralfunctionalism to changes associated with 'economic development' which it
generally assesses for their role in building a 'modern society'. In the model
'modern society' that informs this theory, social relations are functionally
specific, rational in their choice of meansand ends, impersonal, universalistic
or egalitarian and performance-oriented. By contrast, in 'traditional' societies interpersonal relations are said to be functionally diffuse, particularistic and ascriptive, heavily personal, laden with affect, and rather less
rational in their selection of means and ends. For some writers, as a process
and condition modernization assumes and accompanies economic development. Others hold that development and modernization may occur
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independently; but few sociologists would agree that 'modernization'
permeated the Renaissance and has since always been to some degree
present in Europe and its colonies. Some scholars claim, on structuralfunctional grounds, that development and modernization generally produce
social tensions which give rise to public protests and sometimes violence,
increased crime rates and other manifestations of social and cultural progress.
However, most agree that such expressions of social malaise will disappear
as society adapts appropriately to the processes of economic change and
develops new functional arrangements and social equilibria.
Such a theory faces obvious difficulties in accounting for recent
developments in Haiti, Suriname and Guyana. Noirisme, like the situation
of Hai ti in the la te nineteen-fi fties, bears a nega tive relation to moderniza lion
or 'development' of any kind; and the same is true of the military coup and
regime in Suriname and of Burnham's personalized Black Power regime in
Guyana, despite its socialism. In all three countries those developments
arose neither as effects of processes of modernization and economic development, nor as efforts to promote them. The superficial 'modernization'
and economic development of Trinidad under Eric Williams and the PNM
from 1957 onwards may perhaps plausibly be called to account for the Black
Power protests of February 1970, much as the limited 'modernization' and
development of Jamaica in the sixties may be held to account for the Rodney
Riots of 1968. However, the rise and fall of Michael Manley's PNP government which implemented various Black Power programs and materially
improved the situation of the island's poor for some years can be no more
plaUSibly attributed to modernization and development than the rise and
fall of Gairy or Maurice Bishop and the NJM in Grenada.
Lacking reliable institutionalindicators of modernization, if we use
such familiar indices as the number of motor cars, telephones, radios,
television sets, daily newspapers and the like per thousand population,
then of these six countries, Trinidad displays the highest degree of modernization, followed by Jamaica, Suriname, Guyana, Grenada and Haiti in
that order. It is also often assumed that differences in degrees of modernization correspond broadly with differences in degrees to which societies
rationalize their goals and their efforts to achieve them in their differing
political contexts. Political stability and economic development generally
rank first in any 'rational' set of societal goals; and if the differing degrees of
modernization indicated by the material measures cited above correspond
with differing levels of economic development and political stability, then
by comparison with the other countries, the experiences of Trinidad and
Hai ti during these decades confirm their positions at the top and bottom of
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the list. However, the other four countries show no clear differences in their
levels of economic development, political stability, adaptation to environment or rationality of aims and policies that might correspond with their
differing degrees of modernization. In other words, as a set, these countries
provide no such correspondences between their differing levels of political
stability, environmental adaptation and rational choice of national goals
and policies as are needed to demonstrate correlations between their
diverse political and ideological developments and their respective degrees
of modernization. This effectively means that differing degrees of modernization reflected in the material indicators and rates listed above do not
provide a sound basis for analysis of a country's development.

5. CONCLUSION
From this review it may seem that the waysin which these countries
differ, and particularly the histories that have shaped their differences,
account far better for the diversity and parallels of their recent ideological
and political developments than theirpluralfeatures. However, beingmere
attributes of societies without any inherent dynamic potential, by themselves
such differentiae could not generate recent developments in these coun tries,
much less their similarities and differences.
That possibility obliges us to reconsider what this essay has tried to
do and what it has done. Briefly, I have tried simultaneously to account for
the most important recent ideological and political developments in these
societies, and for their variant patterns. The analysis has demonstra ted that
the recent ideological and political developments in these countries have
their primary source in their plural conditions. Similarities in the plural
structures of certain countries underlay their parallel recent developments,
while the differing plural structures of others underlay their differing
developments. Moreover, divergent patterns of development in countries
that have the same kind of plural structure reflected differences in those
aspects of social composition tha t directly affect their plural rela tions. These
are some of our findings.
Analysis has also identified certain commonalities and differences
in the structures and recent histories of these six countries. For example,
Jamaica, Grenada and Haiti display great similarity of structure and development as a group; and so do Suriname, Guyana and Trinidad. Differences

of structure and recent development are greatest between countries of
differing groups. Similarities and differences in the nature, source and
conditions of recent ideological developments in these countriescorrespond
broadly with similarities and differences of their plural structure and social
composition. Though their poli tical developments often differed widely in
form, such developments in each set of countries had much the same
conditions, nature and source, while differing from those of the other set. In
the three hierarchic pluralities, while Duvalier was elected president for life
and bequeathed that office to his son, Bishop won and lost power by coups
that changed the regime of state, and Manley rose and fell by elections
without change of regime. Despite such differences of form, all three
leaders based their power on the black sections of their societies and gave
that section's interests priority in national policy. In the three modaI1y
segmental pluralities, though blacks are minorities in Guyana and Suriname,
Burnham and Bouterse relied on black support, radically changed their
state regimes, and ruled dictatorially while pursuing Creole interests.
However, having a safe Creole majority in Trinidad for nearly three
decades, Eric Williams and the PNM relied on a Westminster constitutional
model for re-election to office, despite diminishing electoral turnouts. The
formal differences of these political regimes and histories cannot obscure
the essential dissimilarities of their na ture, social bases and goals. Burnham,
Williams and Bouterse all drew support from the large black sections of the
Creole segment whose interests they promoted, constitutionally where
Creoles were the demographic majority, as in Trinidad, but otherwise by
other means.
A plural analysis cannot say why Franc;ois Duvalier, Forbes
Burnham, Michael Manley, Eric Gairy, Eric Williams, Maurice Bishop,
Cheddi Jagan or Desi Bouterse presented themselves when and as they did
and were accepted as champions of popular interests; but it does show that
they were all strategically located in their respective societies, that each had
a highly appropriate combination of structural attributes and personal
qualities for the roles they sought; and also that the contexts and manner in
which they became leaders were most opportune. Since plural theory deals
in structural models of social systems, plural analyses of social processes
concentrate on their structures and structurally relevant conditions. Since
socia! structures generate structural problems, issues, and conditions for
their pursuit, differing plural structures will present differing structural
problems and issues that generate different conditions and alignments of
forces that direct political action on differing lines. Conversely, similarities
of plural structure will generate similar problems, issues, alignments of
forces and conditions that subject political action to similar constraints.
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Though plural theory cannot lay down the details of history, in
plural societies, as elsewhere, history does not make itself. It is generally
shaped by social forces that struggle in combination or opposi tion to realize
particular interests and goals. In the Caribbean, from their foundations the
histories of individual societies have been profoundly influenced by their
plural structures and orientations. To illustrate, though theorists say the
plantation system determined Caribbean social and cultural patterns,
plantation slavery presupposed the differential incorporation of whites and
blacks as free and unfree, masters and slaves, and thus the structural
pluralism of their society. So did the numerous slave revolts the plantation
system generated. Likewise, the flight of black slaves from plantations on
emancipation was a direct response to their experience of those conditions.
Similarly, given their political predominance at this period, throughout the
Caribbean planters demanded new suppliesoflabor to replace those lost by
emancipation. Accordingly, where sugar plantations still yielded high
returns, colonial governments imported large numbers of workers from
India, Java and elsewhere over many years; but even where plantations
were no longer profitable, as in Grenada and Jamaica, planters obliged their
governments for several years to import tied labor. Like the slavery it
replaced, the new regime of indentured labor displayed in detail the
differential incorporation of whites and non-whites, planters and workers,
that it presupposed. In Haiti, where there were no white planters or
plantations, no indentured labor was imported.
Thus current differences between such modally biracial hierarchic
pluralities as Jamaica, Grenada and Haiti and the modally segmental
pluralities of Guyana, Trinidad and Suriname show clearly how the dominant
alignments and interests produced by their plural structures in the last
century generated those similarities and differences of social composition
that underlie their contemporary formations. In effect, similarities and
differences of structure among contemporary Creole societies demonstrate
the historical operation of appropriate conditions and interests in much the
same way that similarities and differences of their recent ideological and
political developments presuppose the similarities and differences of plural
structure that generated them.
Others might reject this account of recent developments in these
countries because of the elastic and apparently indiscriminate conception of
Black Power it uses. Besides such explicit local champions of that ideology
as Millard Johnson, Walter Rodney, Maurice Bishop, the Black Power rebels
in Trinidad and Black Power PNP activists ofJamaica in the seventies, I have
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named Eric Gairy, Duvalier, Bouterse and Forbes Burnham as leaders who
practised and frequently personified Black Power in their regimes, though
they never openly proclaimed that ideology, and sometimes upheld others
suchasnoirisme,Rosicrucianismorcooperativesocialism. On these grounds
some readers may feel that this account merely confuses Black Power with
political control by black leaders, whatever their ideology.
While recognizing the salience of such comments, I do not agree
that my presentation of Gairy, Burnham, Bouterse and Duvalier as Black
Power leaders and representatives either distorts or falsifies their own
perceptions or those of their followers. The criteria and concepts of Black
Power are so ambiguous and elastic, the ideology so diffuse, and its
programmatic implications so variable, that the exclusion of these Caribbean
leaders as Black Power representatives could be criticized as cogently as
their treatment here. Following in the wake of Marcus Garvey, Stokely
Carmichael, Frantz Fanon, Eldridge Cleaver, Malcolm X and others, Black
Power spokesmen sometimes advocated violent action to achieve Black
Power, sometimes non-violence; sometimes advocated black withdrawal
into 'independent' communities, sometimes the contrary; sometimes advocated socialism, sometimes not; and so forth.
In the Creole Caribbean context, Wal ter Rodney and his associates
had to consider direct control of their societies, since, with their overwhelming
black populations, anything less repudiated Black Power. However, given
the many complex issues involved, the future organization, direction and
nature of those Creole societies under Black Power inevitably remained
obscure. In those circumstances Black Power spokesmen could freely
invoke the teachings of Marcus Garvey, Rastafari, noirisme, negritude,
Fanonism, Marxism, cooperative socialism, and other ideologies as consistent
with their own, much as Walter Rodney, following Carmichael, classified
Castro as black on the basis of his revolutionary goals and achievements. By
such criteria, and by others of greater local specificity, it is undeniable that
Duvalier, Gairy, Burnham and Bouterse in their societies and periods
represented and personified Black Power to the common man, much as
Cheddi Jagan and Bhadase Maraj in their day represented and personified
(East) Indian power in Guyana and Trinidad. In short my usage of Black
Power in this essay directs attention to its intrinsic ambiguity and to its
multiple meanings not only for its advocates and representatives, but also
for those they addressed. Notably, Walter Rodney, though once its leading
Caribbean advocate, implicitly abandoned the concept when he founded
the non-racial WPA in Guyana in 1979.
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Finally, many might reject this analysis on the ground that it
provides no fair test of the relative value and capacity of any theoretical
alternative to pluralism to account for recent ideological and political
developments in the countries reviewed. Critics may feel that the case
histories of those countries are so unequal, biased and inadequa te that they
can neither provide acceptable accounts of the developments they discuss,
nor appropriate data for the evaluation of alternative theories.
It may also be claimed that the inferences I have drawn from the
social compositions and plural structures of these societies concerning their
recent ideological and political development are in various respects untenable; and that besides various blunders in the presentation and interpretation of competing theoretical frameworks, my plural 'explanations' of
those developments require extensive correction.

We may therefore hope that this essay will stimulate others to
reanalyze the recent histories of these countries in order to demonstrate the
superiority of alternative 'explanations' and inadequacy of the plural analysis.
In that way, my critics might help to bring Caribbean social analysis to the
stage in which it routinely combines comparative and historical data from
several societies to test the validity of competing social theories.
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